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Abstract 

“Investigating Contemplative Christian Spirituality as Christian Formation through a 

Process Hermeneutic: an analysis of History, Evolution, and Neuroscience in Christian 

Meditation” argues that a contemplative approach to contemporary Christianity may serve to 

deepen the formation and discipleship of Christians in a manner that endeavors to shape the 

worldview and the epistemological lens through which followers of Jesus experience life in this 

world.  This thesis offers a social and theological critique that addresses a failure in Christian 

formation by considering obstacles to intimacy with God created by common ecclesial 

pedagogical approaches that neglect the experiential and the intellectual dimensions of the faith 

journey due to outmoded cosmological models and a lack of dialogue with neuroscientific 

research on the human brain.  Considering theologians in the early, medieval, and modern 

church who have cultivated approaches to experiential understandings of faith through 

meditation, this thesis argues that contemplative practice in dialogue with a theology of process 

may provide a necessary vocabulary for the future vitality of Christian discipleship.  Rooting a 

theological methodology in the ‘evolutionary’ perspective proposed by Pierre Teilhard de 

Chardin, in concert with findings at the intersection of religion and neuroscience, this thesis 

finds that convincing biological and theological warrants exist for incorporating meditation into 

paradigms for Christian formation. 
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Introduction 
 

 
The struggle itself toward the heights is enough to fill a man’s heart.  One must imagine 

Sisyphus happy – Albert Camus (the Myth of Sisyphus) 

 
In the Myth of Sisyphus, Albert Camus attempts to resolve the existential problem of suicide 

by staring into the epistemic abyss of nihilism and exploring the possibility for discovering 

meaning where (and when) none seems readily available to the conscious agent.  Pondering the 

fate of this mythic character destined to ceaselessly roll his heavy boulder to the top of a 

mountain only to watch it tumble back down, Camus senses that the plight of Sisyphus 

encapsulates something of the punishment awaiting every human being in the sober awareness 

of the fate that awaits in death. Camus writes: “There is but one truly serious philosophical 

problem, and that is suicide.  Judging whether life is or is not worth living amounts to answering 

the fundamental question of philosophy.”1  Recognizing that to kill oneself entails the 

admission that existence fundamentally holds no worth in the face of mortality, Camus argues 

that in order for a person “absurd” enough to seriously engage the meaning-making intrinsic to 

conscious life (to adequately come to terms with the anxiety of death’s inevitable approach), 

one essentially chooses between “suicide or recovery” along the journey.  In the search for a 

meta-narrative, or in the complexity of even distinguishing between what is true and what is 

false, the author notes: “The absurd is born of this confrontation between the human need and 

the unreasonable silence of the world.”2  But in Sisyphus, Camus envisions the transformative 

capacity of the conscious creature to rise above the apparent limitations of its obvious fate.  

                                                      
1 Camus and O’Brien, The Myth of Sisyphus and Other Essays, 3. 
2 Camus and O’Brien, 28. 
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The author ponders the Gethsemane-like moment where the boulder’s victory overwhelms the 

man and dares to imagine promise for him in a moment of stillness and of clarity.  Camus 

muses: “It is during that return, that pause, that Sisyphus interests me…I see that man going 

back down with a heavy yet measured step toward the torment of which he will never know 

the end.  That hour like the breathing-space which returns as surely as his suffering, that is the 

hour of consciousness.”3   

Not unlike the Greek tragic figure destined to perpetually begin again, the twenty-first-

century Christian theologian also engages the work of rolling a heavy boulder uphill.  In what is 

oft referred to as post-Christendom, traditional theological explanations for comprehending the 

origin and direction of visible (and invisible) reality often fail to resonate convincingly with the 

scientific advances and the increasing multi-cultural/pluralistic understandings of modern 

persons in an age of information, globalization, and secularization.  As Pierre Teilhard de 

Chardin soberly assesses: “The truth about today’s gospel is that it has ceased, or practically 

ceased, to have any attraction because it has become unintelligible.”4  From the second century 

until the time of Nicolas Copernicus, a Ptolemaic sensibility had placed human beings at the 

center of creation, wherein all celestial bodies were assumed to revolve around the earth, with 

a three-tiered universe separating God’s creatures from hell below and from heaven above.  

When forced to concede to a helio-centric view of the solar system, a break occurred between 

science and religion within the Christian ethos.  Out of the ash, a sense of comprehending the 

deeper logic of the universe ushered in a Newtonian physics that would dominate a mechanical 

                                                      
3 Camus and O’Brien, 121. 
4 Teilhard de Chardin, Christianity and Evolution, 1971, 91. 
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and a fixed Christian view of the cosmos, whose creator once and for all, had fashioned a well-

designed machine.  Like the famed (and likely borrowed) description of God as the Watchmaker 

articulated by William Paley, Alistair McGrath notes: “Having constructed the universe and set it 

going, God is left without any significant role.  God might retire or even die, but the universe 

would continue to function according to the laws by which God had caused it to function.  

Newton, perhaps unwittingly, had laid the groundwork for a self-sustaining and self-regulating 

universe, with no place for God.”5  But such appeal to order, and the sense of a finished design 

in creation, came apart at the seams as an exploration of the natural world began to unearth 

geological evidence of a much older planet in conjunction with the fossil records of extinct 

species in the nineteenth century.  Most famously, Charles Darwin’s 1859 work Origin of the 

Species, invited the re-visioning of a completed creation in light of evolutionary developments 

over time.  An inescapable question of teleology arose out of Darwin’s work: “How could one 

meaningfully speak of the divine “design” of the natural order, when that appeared to have 

emerged over an extended period of time by essentially natural processes?”6 

Reinforced over the last century by Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity and Werner 

Heisenberg’s invitation to ponder a scientific principle of uncertainty, the quantum mechanics 

of modern physics scientifically communicate the randomness and the unpredictability 

articulated by Camus philosophically, that plagues the human psyche in the quest to order both 

the internally conscious and the externally visible worlds.  Asking big questions with the full 

force of vital intellect: philosophers, theologians, and scientists alike, now engage a cosmology 

                                                      
5 McGrath, A Theory of Everything (That Matters), 24.  See the argument of Curry, “Losing Faith.” 
6 McGrath, Darwinism and the Divine, 160. 
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informed by a Big Bang model of creation, one which speaks authoritatively to an 

incomprehensively vast universe still expanding, and to an inchoate creation still becoming.  

Without sacrificing intellect, a critical consciousness gazes upon the natural world with an 

appreciation for the mathematical principles that order operations in the physical universe, 

while at the same time, recognizing levels of flux and flow that speak to uncertainty in the ever-

expanding cosmos.  As such, the empirically minded naturally dismiss traditional religious 

accounts that tell of a finished universe springing forth out of nothing.  However, if the universe 

has a beginning, then the laws of physics suggest that some agent must have acted upon the 

infinitely dense, microcosmic mass that manifested as the flowering forth from out of the Big 

Bang.  As Stephen Hawking notes in his influential work A Brief History of Time: “So long as the 

universe had a beginning, we could suppose it had a creator.  But if the universe is really self-

contained, having no boundary or edge, it would have neither beginning nor end: it would 

simply be.”7  Such agnostic uncertainty (and how human beings choose to respond to it) 

encapsulates the nature of the existential problem Camus seeks to illuminate; writing: “our aim 

is to shed light upon the step taken by the mind when, starting from a philosophy of the world’s 

lack of meaning, it ends up by finding a meaning and depth in it.”8  Staring into mystery, some, 

like Soren Kierkegaard, decide to make a leap of faith that appeals to an ultimate order 

revealed through revelation by the Christian witness.  But Camus suggests that such a leap, like 

suicide, conveys a kind of acceptance at the extreme.9  Perception arrived at by means of 

capitulation under the weight of unresolved tensions in available proofs will not suffice for 

                                                      
7 Hawking, A Brief History of Time, 146. 
8 Camus and O’Brien, The Myth of Sisyphus and Other Essays, 42. 
9 Camus and O’Brien, 54. 
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Camus.  Neither will outmoded doctrine nor outdated cosmology hold authority over truth for 

the philosopher, theologian, or scientist willing to find rest in the existentially unresolved.  As 

new evidence about the ontology and teleology of the created order manifests, those in search 

of truth and their perspectives…evolve.    

The Project 

The reflective Spirit driving this research takes up Camus’ existential wondering by 

considering seriously, the perceived shortcomings of traditional Christian systematic and 

practical theologies for providing answers to life’s great questions in the sobering light of 

scientific evidence that seemingly diminishes the plausibility of certain Christian claims about 

origin and purpose.   As Crystal Downing notes in her work Changing Signs of Truth: “to 

effectively communicate we must recognize how our historical location, both in space and time, 

shapes the way we understand truth.”10  As such, this study examines how Christianity as a way 

of seeing (and living into) the world, could experience an organic revitalization through a “new 

theology” embracing the full invitation of a more realistic and actual cosmology; thus enabling 

Christians to faithfully engage the Sisyphean task of re-articulating, convincingly, the notion of a 

Christian godhead alive and at work in the ongoing process of creation.  Neither seeking to deny 

nor replace the fundamental tenets of Christianity, such a possibility articulates what John 

Haught envisions as: “A scientifically informed conviction that our lives and labors are woven 

into a still-unfinished cosmic process…this awareness can have the interesting consequence of 

delivering us from both the numbing effects of moral indifference and the crushing 

                                                      
10 Downing, Changing Signs of Truth, 220. 
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discouragement that accompanies moral perfectionism.”11  In order to fully explore a 

methodology for approaching this work, the first part of this research will explore the 

‘evolutionary’ perspective of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin and investigate his most influential 

works in tandem with current scholarly conversations around his thought as a scientist and as a 

Christian.  In his work, Heart of the Matter, Teilhard heralds: “In a first introductory phase, I 

believe we must develop—in those who believe in Jesus Christ just as much as in unbelievers—

a fuller consciousness of the universe that encompasses us and of our capacity to influence its 

development by our actions.”12  Unpacking this central underlying assertion and other aspects 

of Teilhard’s work, this study will consider his ideas in relationship to a form of natural theology 

and process thought while considering objections to his hypotheses and overall methodology.  

Exploring new vocabulary, this investigation will then consider how modern theologians might 

reconsider how Christian symbols can be employed to the end of articulating an embodied 

experience of creation (in evolution) as the Christ-soaked manifestation of a God present in all 

things. 

  Considering phenomenological explanations of creation and participative modes of 

Christian discipleship, this work will specifically explore the potential implications for Teilhard’s 

hypothesis of dual, coexistent mechanisms at work in evolution: externally in the physical 

universe, and internally through expanding consciousness.  Through Teilhard’s invitation, 

looking at the rapidly evolving movement “inward” toward contemplative Christian practices in 

modern faith, this research will then explore the historical roots and developments over time of 

                                                      
11 Haught, Resting on the Future, 139. 
12 Teilhard de Chardin, The Heart of Matter, 215. 
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various approaches to Christian Meditation.  From Scriptural references to silence and stillness, 

to the early practices of the Desert Fathers and Mothers, this component of research will 

analyze the location of contemplative practice within Christianity from its roots in the Egyptian 

desert through various forms of monasticism and into the twenty-first century to the end of 

considering how the evolution of Christian consciousness happens (in conjunction with grace) 

through meditative practices that help to re-shape worldviews and behaviors.  The third part of 

this study will, therefore, attempt to synthesize the theological paradigm offered by Teilhard de 

Chardin in concert with approaches to Christian contemplation to investigate the science at 

work in internal mechanisms that shape our brains and give rise to our capacity for 

comprehending the visible (and the invisible) worlds in new ways.  Exploring the development 

of Christian faith through an evolutionary hermeneutic, this research will consider the warrant 

for looking at our formation as spiritual creatures (whose brains continue to develop) in ways 

that neurological studies suggest, heighten spiritual awareness and promote wellbeing.   

In the same manner that evolving scientific understanding has prompted the need for a 

new Christian cosmology, given the evidence for neuroplasticity and the role of meditation in 

re-shaping the brain, this study will then consider the reasons for comprehending Christian 

contemplative practices as intrinsic to facilitating an effort-based movement toward deep 

transformation in Christ.  By tracing the historical arc of the subject, it is my hope that this work 

will contribute to ongoing conversations around both Christian formation and Teilhard’s 

evolutionary theology by pointing to the potential implications of Christian contemplative 

practice for affecting the worldviews held (and actions committed) by followers of Jesus in the 

post-modern world.  As such, in the work that follows, something of Christianity’s 
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transformative social capacity might be rediscovered for contemporary church leaders by 

attending to the intersection of a natural theology inspired by process thought, neuroscience, 

and the insights of influential voices from the mystical and contemplative ethos within an 

evolving Christian tradition.   

Grounding this study, I will seek to seriously consider ongoing questions at the heart of 

discussions around Christian contemplative practice that include the relationship between 

personal works and God’s grace, individual formation and the church, and the role of 

contemplative practice in the historical arc of the faith.  To the extent that theological 

propositions suggest that effort can and does play a role in cultivating disciples and moving 

Creation toward a Christ Omega (as fundamental to the work of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin), 

this research will seek to prompt further dialogue between those who advocate for Christian 

meditation programs in churches and those who remain skeptical about the proposition.  To 

present the case, considerable attention will be lent to tracing the native roots, major 

developments, and lifting up central voices in the Christian contemplative tradition.  And in 

order to shape this inquiry with respect to the stumbling blocks inherent to the undertaking, I 

will also look to summarize the major theological objections to both natural theology and 

Christian contemplation; attempting to reframe them through the lens of a theology of process 

consistent with Teilhard’s thought.  

Research in Context 

Grounding this investigation in a natural theology that fully embraces evolution as a 

universal principle in secular and spiritual life, the thrust of the discussion will lift up the 

responsibility of individual Christians to practice faith by cultivating higher levels of 
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consciousness through meditation and contemplation to the end of acting (with discerning 

spirits) on Christ’s behalf in the world.  Such an argument, however, does not seek to suggest or 

imply that any inspired works toward the end of faith development function in the absence of a 

Divine economy of gift and of grace.  As an actively serving Episcopal Priest with graduate 

training in both Religious Studies and Theology, this work proceeds from a perspective firmly 

grounded in the Christian tradition; and from a place of vested interest: attempts to critically 

consider the apologetic veracity of a Christian explanation for the origin and direction of being.  

A fundamental underlying assumption driving this research is that God has been made known 

to humanity in the created order; an ever-evolving and an ever-complexifying universe, 

teleologically aimed at the full manifestation of Christ in all things.  As such, the thrust of this 

exploration assumes that what has been made known to humanity about the ultimate ground 

of being, through the incarnation of the Christ in the person of Jesus of Nazareth, invites the 

furthest possible consideration of how spiritual and intellectual fullness can flower out of a 

well-cultivated Christological worldview.  As the apostle Paul frames in his letter to the Romans: 

“We have been buried with him by baptism into death, so that, just as Christ was raised from 

the dead by the glory of the Father, so we too might walk in newness of life.” (Rom 6:4)  Given 

such a hermeneutic, the evolutionary process conveyed in Paul’s understanding of a person’s 

movement from one stage of being into another, speaks to the dynamism inherent to life 

pushing ever-forward in Christ.  Unpacking the implications of a God who so loves the world 

that he sends his son to dwell among his creatures, to live and to die as one of them: this work 

assumes (on one hand) that the gift of God made known to humanity in Christ manifests as a 

free gift that persons can never earn of their own accords, while also recognizing that persons, 
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do indeed, actively participate in spirit-directed calls to action as Christians, actions that matter 

to the ongoing enterprise of God’s being revealed and experienced in creation. 

From an ontological (and a Pauline) perspective, this work proceeds without trepidation 

in the assuredness that the Christian is invited into an authentic newness of life, no longer 

separated from God.  Through a “faith seeking understanding”, the Christian represents the 

creature no longer bound by sin (no longer separated), because the creature has caught a 

glimpse of what God is like, and claims to recognize something of what God intends for creation 

through the model and the teaching of an incarnate Christ, who has sanctified matter in the 

form of Jesus of Nazareth.  As Teilhard notes: “In no other type of cosmos, and in no other 

place, can any being, no matter how divine he be, carry out the function of universal 

consolidation and universal animation which Christian dogma attributes to Christ.  By disclosing 

a world-peak, evolution makes Christ possible, just as Christ by giving meaning and direction to 

the world, makes evolution possible.”13   

Through Scripture, the Christian claims that God is, at least in part, a person with inter-

relational components, that God is love, and that persons are beckoned to render back onto 

God something of that love; caring for neighbors (as those who proclaim Christ) care for 

themselves.  Through the natural world, the Christian also apprehends something of God’s logic 

and awesome power in the majesty and magnitude of visible creation.  However, for as much as 

can be discerned through the senses, and in as much as the written Word attests to salvation 

history, the understanding of Christian reality undergirding this research is that God always acts 

first.  It is assumed herein, that only after being enlivened by the Spirit, can a person consent to 

                                                      
13 Teilhard de Chardin, Christianity and Evolution, 1971, 128. 
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the Divine gift of freely given grace and capitulate through a commitment to Christ and the 

further pursuit of God.14  An experience of the living Christ thereby inaugurates each disciple 

into “a more excellent way” that cannot be perfected over the course of a lifetime; a way that 

nonetheless calls each disciple into a program of life-long, life-wide, and life-deep learning, 

ever-ascending toward the fullness (and the likeness) of Christ.  In his work A Guide to Christian 

Spiritual Formation, Evan B. Howard writes:  

True religion sees what relationship with God—and consequently spiritual formation—is not and 

what it is.  Authentic relationship with God is not merely the restatement of correct words 

(intellectualism) or the observance of proper forms (sacerdotalism); it is not merely respectable morals 

(legalism) or emotional experience (enthusiasm).  It involves the transformation of all of these yet can 

be reduced to none of them.  To be formed into Christ is to be formed into a union, a relationship with 

the living God.  The danger of spiritual formation is that we become consumed with self-improvement of 

it all: healing emotions, developing character, battling demons, broadening our minds.  It is a delicate 

line to walk, learning to express the fullness of the gospel and remembering all the while that it is really 

a sincere relationship and not some kind of product, we are trying to create out of ourselves.  On the 

one hand, our formation in Christ demands every part of our being both as individuals and communities.  

This is very, very complex.  On the other hand, Christian spiritual formation is just taking the next step in 

an honest relationship with God.  It’s that simple.15 

Howard’s analysis informs this investigation, in the reminder that even arriving at a 

scientifically functional cosmology in articulating Christian truth, falls dreadfully short of the 

larger task at hand.  No study or proposed method substitutes for a direct experience of the 

                                                      
14 Such a framework seeks to avoid outright Pelagian leanings by acknowledging the empowering grace of God 
embedded in Creation. 
15 Howard, A Guide to Christian Spiritual Formation, 190. 
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Holy.  Though this research takes root in the quest to present a way of seeing the universe in 

light of a high Christology, it is not assumed that this (in and of itself) is either the summit or the 

synopsis of full discipleship.  Likewise, the expansion of Christian metaphors to embrace a wider 

array of moral or spiritual sensibilities will not be forwarded as a shallow substitute for personal 

encounters with God fostered through direct religious experiences, encounters that spring forth 

with spontaneity and that are sometimes impossible to replicate even through dedicated 

practice.  This research, like Jacob wrestling with the Divine, arises instead from a relationship, 

and the investigation therefore speaks into a faith seeking understanding.  As Rowan Williams 

notes: “Faith as dependable relationship is something other than faith as a system of 

propositions, or faith as confidence in my own capacity to master truth; it’s much more a 

confidence that I can be mastered by truth, that I can be held even when I don’t feel I can hold 

on.”16  This kind of openness to relationship with the Divine, a vulnerable and a receptive 

posture, connotes the incredible invitation offered up in Christ for humanity to engage the 

journey out of sin and into newness of life.  Ever-delivered from the state of separation with the 

ground of our being, the Christian embracing a theology of evolution, enjoys an open and an 

unending invitation to evolve, to mirror the expansion of creation itself as it continues to unfold 

on the grandest of scales and in the inner-most recesses of the human heart.  And while 

embracing the instrumental role of the Holy Spirit in transforming every aspect of the human 

experience into an increasing likeness of the person and the message of Jesus Christ through its 

own spontaneous work, Christian formation also invites the disciple into active participation 

with the Spirit in co-creating: a thinking, a feeling, and an acting in accordance with Christ.   

                                                      
16 Williams, Being Disciples, 26. 
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In light of the proposed epistemological framework, the general and practical question that 

I will, therefore, seek to explore throughout this research is:  How might a process informed, 

contemplative approach to Christianity serve to deepen the formation and discipleship of 

Christians in a manner that endeavors to shape the worldview and the epistemological lens 

through which followers of Jesus experience and act upon life in this world?  This question arises 

out of a deep wondering: considering the transformative capacity of the gospel as living Word, 

why aren’t more modern followers of Jesus motivated to cultivate virtue and affect justice and 

mercy?  Why aren’t “Christians” better people?  At the heart of practical motivations steering 

this project in light of these questions, I will seek to offer up in the following discussion: a social 

and theological critique that addresses a failure in Christian formation.   

Considering theologians in the early, medieval, and modern church who have cultivated 

approaches to experiential understandings of the faith through scientific discovery and through 

meditation, I will investigate how contemplative practice in dialogue with a theology of process 

may provide a necessarily enhanced vocabulary for aiding in the future vitality of Christianity.  

Of particular interest to this study is the burgeoning field of scientific research around the role 

of meditation in neuroplasticity, the brain’s ability to change its pathways for processing 

information, altering emotional states and reconstructing the epistemological lens through 

which the individual perceives both the inner and the outer worlds.  Through scientific 

confirmations that warrant taking contemplative practice seriously in the context of spirituality 

and faith development, this research will not seek to promote mere forms of spiritual escapism, 

but rather, to articulate a way of recognizing ultimate reality, growing oneself in it, and 
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equipping the disciple to engage the difficult work of full participation in Christ’s Body alive in 

the world. 

But in order for the Gospel to be understood, felt, and lived, it is likewise imperative for 

the disciple to possess some notion of where the entire endeavor might be headed.  And so, it 

is in the unwrapping of this great “all things new” story, made manifest in cosmic evidence, 

fostered in awareness, and lived out in spiritual practice and community, that this work turns its 

attention to the evolutionary theology of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. 
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CHAPTER ONE: A Theology of Evolution 

The Life and Work of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin 

 There may be no single thinker more influential in envisioning the harmonious marriage 

of science and religion since the dawn of quantum physics than the French Jesuit priest and 

renown paleontologist Pierre Teilhard de Chardin.  A man of devout and obedient Catholic 

faith, Teilhard possessed a profound fascination for the created order and his deep Ignatian 

spiritual sensibilities provided him with a set of eyes for appreciating the presence of “God in all 

things” in the natural world.  Though prohibited by the Roman Catholic Church from publishing 

his works on a theology of evolution during his lifetime, his dedication to accounting for the 

world that he discovered at the intersection of his Christian faith and his geological studies, has 

provided the spark for a “new theology” capable of reinterpreting Christian cosmology in light 

of modern scientific discoveries. 

 Pierre Teilhard de Chardin was born in 1881, the fourth of eleven children, in Sarcenat 

France, a region flanked by extinct volcanos.  As a teenager, he entered the Jesuit novitiate and 

passed baccalaureate exams in philosophy and mathematics which led him to Cairo where he 

would teach for three years at the Jesuit college there and explore the terrain through 

geological field trips.  From 1910-1912, Teilhard studied theology at Hastings in England and 

was ordained a priest in 1911.  Donald Viney notes that: “During this period he read Henri 

Bergson’s Creative Evolution (1911) and was greatly influenced by it.  Bergson’s book would 

later appear on the church’s Index of Forbidden Works.”17   
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Serving as a stretcher bearer with the 8th regiment of Moroccan Tirailleurs during WWI, 

Teilhard received multiple medals of honor for his bravery in battle and began writing essays 

that caught the eyes of his Jesuit superiors for elements of (what was perceived at that time to 

be) unorthodox theology.  In her extensive work with his writings, Ursula King describes that: 

“almost daily encounters with death gave him an extraordinary sense of urgency to leave an 

“intellectual testament” in order to communicate his vision of the world which, with all its 

struggle and becoming, he saw as animated by and drawn up toward God.”18  Though Teilhard 

objected to the biblical narrative of a primordial paradise and the orthodox notion of original 

sin on the basis of his understanding of evolution at work in God’s ongoing creative enterprise, 

he was nonetheless able to take his final vows as a Jesuit and complete his formal education 

following the war.  Soon thereafter, he began work in China, where he would return again 

many times and write a number of his most influential works (including Mass upon the altar of 

the World, the Divine Milieu and the Phenomenon of Man).   

Beginning with a private reflection he penned in 1922 entitled “Note on Some Possible 

Historical Representations of Original Sin”, Teilhard’s work caught the attention of Roman 

authorities; scrutiny that came to a head during his brief stint teaching at the Institut 

Catholique in Paris in 1925.  He was required by the church to sign a statement condemning his 

ideas on original sin, essentially “exiled” to China, and consequently forbidden to publish any of 

his religious-philosophical works during his lifetime.  Engaging geological fieldwork during this 

period in China, Teilhard continued to write and to dig, co-discovering the fossil remains of the 

                                                      
18 Teilhard de Chardin and King, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, 15. 
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famed “Peking Man” in 1929 which would help to solidify his legacy and reputation in the 

scientific community.   

After the Second World War, Teilhard returned to France, where he twice petitioned the 

church unsuccessfully for permission to publish his magnus opus, the Phenomenon of Man.  

Feeling pressure to leave France, he accepted a research position with the Wren-Green 

Foundation in New York City in 1951; and though traveling actively in the following years, 

Teilhard would pass away in New York on Easter Sunday afternoon, April 10th of 1955.   

While prohibited from publishing the works that would prove the gravity of his 

contribution to theological understandings of evolution in the latter half of the twentieth 

century (and perhaps even more so in the twenty-first), many of Teilhard’s influential works 

were known in Catholic circles due to unpublished copies of his essays and books circulating as 

“clandestins”.  Following his death, Roman censorship lost its hold on the works of Pierre 

Teilhard de Chardin; having bequeathed his literary remains to his secretary Mademoiselle 

Jeanne Mortier, the first thirteen volumes of his work were published by the end of 1955.19  As 

a great vindication of his work, a decade following his death, the Second Vatican Council 

officially validated Teilhard’s argument for an evolutionary theology in 1965’s Gaudium et spes 

(The Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World).  In that document, the Church 

asserted that the: “scientific spirit exerts a new kind of impact” on culture and thought and 

acknowledged that “the human race has passed from a rather static concept of reality to a 

more dynamic, evolutionary one.”20  Reflecting after the Council, Catholic theologian Henri 

                                                      
19 Delio, From Teilhard to Omega, 241–44. (This history of Teilhard’s life owes debt to Delio’s use of Donald Viney’s 
work). 
20 Haught, Resting on the Future, 47. 
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Lubac lifted up the central influence of Teilhard’s thought on the spirit of Vatican II and 

reflected that Gaudium et spes expressed “precisely what Pere Teilhard sought to do.”21 

The Phenomenon of Man 

For Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, “God is knowable by human reason”22, and the entirety 

of knowable reality can be comprehended as a process.  As a respected, and indeed a renown, 

paleontologist in his own lifetime, his most influential work, the Phenomenon of Man, looks 

upon the human creature through the balance of his Jesuit sensibilities and the scientific 

method in order to consider both a scientifically intelligible narrative for creation and the 

human role in the ongoing enterprise of a still-becoming universe.  Ursula King writes: “His 

deepest desire was to see the essence of things, to find their heart and probe into the mystery 

of life, its origin and goal.  In the rhythm of life and its evolution, at the center of the cosmos 

and the world, he saw a divine center, a living heart beating with the fiery energy of love and 

compassion.”23   

At the core of Teilhard’s religious-scientific worldview, he muses over the way in which 

matter attracts (and is attracted to) other matter on micro and macroscopic scales as a 

universal law; a principle of convergence.  In light of his geological training and his 

paleontological findings, he then considers how this principle of convergence promotes the 

gradual complexification of organisms over long periods of time.  Tracing the principles of 

convergence and complexification over the arc of a process of ongoing creation, Teilhard 

considers humanity at the apex of the evolutionary process, wherein complexity has given rise 

                                                      
21 Lubac, The Eternal Feminine, 88. 
22 Teilhard de Chardin, Christianity and Evolution, 1971, 29. 
23 Teilhard de Chardin and King, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, 10. 
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to consciousness.  In the movement from convergence to complexity that gives rise to 

consciousness in the human creature, Teilhard ‘s commitment to a Christological worldview 

interjects a teleological maxim into his scientific study.  In his work, he forwards a conviction 

that rising consciousness itself is destined to evolve toward an Omega point, the goal of all 

creation, which is nothing short of the full manifestation of the cosmic person of Christ.  In the 

Phenomenon of Man, Teilhard proposes that the developmental arc of creation moves like an 

arrow across time from the convergence of particles in a period of cosmogenesis to the 

development of life on the planet in biogenesis; and from the rise of global consciousness in the 

human species (through a process he calls noogenesis), toward an Omega point that he names 

Christogensis.  Ilia Delio helpfully unpacks Teilhard’s concept of Christogenesis in her work, as: 

“the idea of Christ in evolution, that is, the dynamic life of Christ empowering the universe 

through the human person open to God, and the movement of the universe toward integration 

in unity and love.”24   

Inspired by this teleological vision of unfolding creation, Teilhard considers both 

external and the internal forces at work in the evolutionary process that he calls tangential and 

radial energies, respectively.  On the physical plane, the verifiable evolution of species through 

fossil records and the visible changes in the earth’s geology traced by paleontologists conveys 

the reality of movement on the external (tangential) level, while the rise of hominized 

consciousness and the human being’s ability to reflect, demonstrates the rise of internal 

evolutionary mechanisms (radial).  In light of these proposals that link the verifiable 

evolutionary developments in the physical realm with internal and unseen mechanisms of ever-

                                                      
24 Delio, Christ in Evolution, 9. 
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complexifying consciousness, Teilhard’s stand, on the razor’s edge between science and 

religion, envisions a hyper-personal organization at work behind the unfolding of all creation.  

In light of this framework, Teilhard writes: “If everything forms itself, everything must hold 

together.  Matter and spirit then, as we know them in the universe, are not two separate 

substances, set side by side and differing in nature.  They are two distinct aspects of one single 

cosmic stuff and there is between them no conflict to baffle our intelligence.”25   

Intrinsic to his thought, the Trinitarian nature of a Christian godhead whose persons 

inter-relate, in combination with a commitment to eschatological goals for creation, enables 

Teilhard to comprehend natural processes as heading somewhere “good.”  As such, teleology 

drives his thought; and his hermeneutic lens perceives the natural sciences manifesting in 

collaboration with a view of reality articulated through the Christological hymn of Colossians.  

In the first chapter of the Pauline epistle,26 the author writes of the supremacy of Christ: “He is 

the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation; for in him all things in heaven and 

on earth were created, things visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or 

powers—all things have been created through him and for him.  He himself is before all things, 

and in him all things hold together.  He is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning, 

the firstborn from the dead, so that he might come to have first place in everything.” (Col 1:15-

18)  The meta-vision of God’s plan for a consummation of all things in Christ, as presented in 

the biblical text, informs the epistemic link between the observations of the natural world 

made by Teilhard and the metaphysical convictions inherent to his thought.  Echoing the 

                                                      
25 Teilhard de Chardin, The Divine Milieu, xxiii. 
26 Brown, An Introduction to the New Testament, 600. (Brown notes that modest probability suggests a disciple of 
Paul close to certain aspects of his thought likely penned the text.) 
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Ignatian spiritual mantra of “God present in all things”, Teilhard thereby applies Christian 

symbols and language in his scientific presentations of the comprehensibility of reality.  One of 

the twentieth century’s leading evolutionary biologists, Sir Julian Huxley writes of Teilhard in his 

introduction to the Phenomenon of Man: 

“Through his combination of wide scientific knowledge with deep religious feeling and a 

rigorous sense of values, he has forced theologians to view their ideas in the new perspective of 

evolution, and scientists to see the spiritual implications of their knowledge.  He has both clarified and 

unified our vision of reality.  In light of that new comprehension, it is no longer possible to maintain that 

science and religion must operate in thought-tight compartments or concern separate sectors of life; 

they are both relevant to the whole of human existence.”27 

As a Christian priest working to reconcile his own working theology with current 

evolutionary philosophy, Teilhard, not unlike Albert Camus in his own way28, posits that a 

person must make a choice to recognize something of one’s existential lot in the universe, or 

cease to exist altogether.  Of his investigation on humanity’s place in the scheme of unfolding 

creation, he writes: “This work may be summed up as an attempt to see and to make others see 

what happens to man, and what conclusions are forced upon us, when he is placed fairly and 

squarely within the framework of phenomenon and appearance…To see or to perish is the very 

condition laid upon everything that makes up the universe, by reason of the mysterious gift of 

existence.  And this, in superior measure, is man’s condition.”29  What strikes Teilhard as, 

perhaps, most profound in his scientific analysis of the human creature, is the massive 

                                                      
27 Julian Huxley Introduction in: Teilhard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of Man, 26. 
28 Camus and O’Brien, The Myth of Sisyphus and Other Essays, 112. (Camus notes that the Christian can be 
“absurd” like the heroic Sisyphus, but that such integrity of thought entails a disregard for the future.) 
29 Teilhard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of Man, 31. 
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evolutionary leap evidenced in consciousness made aware of itself.  Thus, placing the 

Phenomenon of Man in its appropriate social-scientific context, Teilhard sets out to explore the 

scope of the cosmological movements from pre-life to life, and from life to consciousness.  And 

like Sisyphus standing fully aware of his fate atop the mountain with his boulder rolling back 

toward the foot of the hill, Teilhard implores: “I doubt whether there is a more decisive 

moment for a thinking being than when the scales fall from his eyes and he discovers that he is 

not an isolated unit lost in the cosmic solitudes, and realizes that a universal will to live 

converges and is hominized in him.”30  For him, this universal will conveys a spectacular order 

revealed in both revelation and in nature, an intentionality inscribed upon the mechanisms that 

drive creation, expanding outward and simultaneously converging inward in the cosmic person 

of a Universal Christ…another name for everything.   

Foundational to Teilhard’s teleological and Christic worldview, his scientific acumen 

carefully considers the nature of the most elemental of matter.  Noting the collective unity 

apparent in the physical universe, he recognizes that something holds matter together and 

asserts that “to discover that if things hold together, it is only by reason of complexity, from 

above.”31  Considering the systemic order revealed in the universe, Teilhard considers three 

“faces” of matter in: its plurality, its unity, and its energy.  Recognizing that the stuff of the 

universe becomes increasingly organized over time, he proposes that one of the most 

fundamental laws obeyed by matter is the move toward complexification.  From the outside 

looking in, the entropy inherent to thermodynamics might limit the ultimate reach of such an 
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enterprise, but to this, Teilhard suggests that an inner dimension of complexification 

simultaneously defies the entropic loss of heat in external material change.   

Looking to the “within” of things, he proposes that energy exists in two distinct forms: a 

tangential type that links elements with things of the same order, and “a radial energy which 

draws it towards even greater complexity and centricity—in other words forwards.”32  In light 

of this hypothesis, Teilhard considers the earth and its early stages as containing some grain of 

organic sensibility that facilitates the convergence and complexification of smaller molecules 

into more complex compounds, that eventually lead to life on the planet.  As the tangential 

energy of matter produces more complex chemical compounds that eventually give way to life, 

Teilhard proposes that radial, spiritual energy, rises gradually alongside physical manifestations 

of chemical complexification.   

Of the natural evolutionary process, Teilhard writes: “Without a long period for 

maturing no profound change can take place in nature.  On the other hand, granted such a 

period, it is inevitable that something quite new should be produced.”33  Comprehending the 

leap into living matter, Teilhard suggests that the laws of evolution logically necessitate that 

chemical complexification would eventually arrive at living cells, whose predispositions would 

be toward additional convergence and complexity: functioning in tandem with his assertion 

that such developments also entail increases in radial consciousness.  And at the level of 

complexity sufficient for life, Teilhard also proposes that the conditions for life would not have 

sprung forth in a single, isolated place, but in the context of a unifying totality.  He writes: 
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“However tenuous it was, the first veil of organized matter spread over the earth could neither 

have established nor maintained itself without some network of influences and exchanges 

which made it a biologically cohesive whole…not merely a foam of lives but, to a certain extent, 

itself a living film.”34  In this process, a single and a coherent up-thrust endemic to creation thus 

generates an ever-ascending curve toward increasingly developed and complex life.   

As life advances, Teilhard envisions organisms groping in a manner that necessarily 

generates rivalry in individual beings while, at the same time, fostering a solidarity in the whole 

that moves creation forward.  Considering the arc of the process from a meta-perspective, the 

coherence and cooperation required for life to move forward successfully, inscribed upon the 

very fabric of the evolutionary process, speaks to a design and a guiding intelligence (or a radial 

energy as Teilhard calls it) transcending mere chance, that evidences itself in the result of life 

organizing and complexifying.  This observation leads Teilhard to a significant conclusion about 

the evolutionary process: that it has a direction.  John Haught writes: “For Teilhard, it is the 

world’s anticipation of deeper union or communion up ahead in the future, rather than any 

imagined vertical participation in a timeless and finished Perfection, that gives the world its 

consistency and opens it to more being.”35  The openness to ‘more being’ written into the 

process of ongoing creation facilitates, in Teilhard’s paradigm, the move from geogenesis to 

biogenesis and eventually from psychogenesis to the evolutionary leap forward in the 

phenomenon of consciousness (organized complexity) with the capacity for reflection.  He 

writes: “We see life at the head, with all physics subordinate to it.  And at the heart of life, 
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explaining its progression, the impetus of a rise in consciousness…Beneath the ‘tangential’ we 

find the ‘radial’.  The impetus of the world, glimpsed in the great drive of consciousness, can 

only have its ultimate source in some inner principle, which alone could explain its irreversible 

advance toward higher psychisms.”36 

At the threshold of life’s capacity for reflection, Teilhard comprehends a break in the 

continuity of the natural order, separating humanity from all other animals.  Noting the 

transformative implications of not only knowing (or even of knowing oneself), but of knowing 

that one knows, Teilhard perceives not only a change in degree, but a change in nature in what 

he calls “hominization”.  Though outwardly (tangentially) unremarkable in distinction from 

other species, he argues that humanity ascends to an entirely new nature inwardly (radially) 

through the ability to reflect.  Teilhard writes: “Psychogenesis has led to man.  Now it effaces 

itself, relieved or absorbed by another and a higher function—the engendering and subsequent 

development of the mind, in one word: noogenesis.  When for the first time in a living creature 

instinct perceived itself in its own mirror, the whole world took a pace forward.”37  For Teilhard, 

the capacity for consciousness to reflect inwardly upon itself ushers in a new age in the 

evolutionary process. Contemplating the fossil records alongside physical evidence, he 

pinpoints that some sixty thousand years ago we find ourselves in “the presence of true man” 

in light of Neanderthal cave paintings and burial practices. 

Passing through stages of development as erect bipeds, increasing in intelligence, 

working stones and making fire, Homo Sapiens appear and overtake Neanderthal species some 
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thirty thousand years ago; and “after a gap geologically negligible, but long enough 

nevertheless for the selection and domestication of all the animals and plants that are still living 

today, we find sedentary and socially organized man in place of the nomadic hunters of the 

horse and the reindeer.  In a matter of ten or twenty thousand years man divided up the earth 

and struck his roots in it.”38  In concert with the external changes marking the development of 

human kind, Teilhard notes that “beneath a change of age lies a change of thought”39 and he 

envisions the arising perception of space and time as the invitation to ponder existence for 

settled human beings.  “In the first and most widespread degree, the ‘malady of space-time’ 

manifests itself as a rule by a feeling of futility, of being crushed by the enormity of the 

cosmos.”40  Under the weight of existential crisis, the conscious being risks the trappings of 

mind that foster profound senses of separation and cosmic insignificance.  For the first time in 

the evolutionary history of a created order spanning some fourteen billion years, awareness 

prompts questions of meaning and purpose in the intellect of the human creature.   

This rise in consciousness and the search for realization contained therein, erupts, in 

Teilhard’s perspective, evolutionarily in the life of Jesus of Nazareth.  Through the life, death, 

and resurrection of Jesus Christ, the conscious being’s search for coherence and meaning in 

creation finds clarification at a point in history where cognitive and spiritual intelligence 

(tangential and radial energies) are sufficient for God’s self-revelation in the Incarnation event.  

The implications of this historical event hold for Teilhard, not only the antidote to illusions of 

separation, meaninglessness and isolation in the human experience and psyche, but also 
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convey the definitive direction inherent to creation’s unfolding.  The laws of convergence and 

complexification giving rise to consciousness are aimed to coalesce in the ultimate union of 

conscious beings, in a state of fullness and an awareness of interconnectivity.  Teilhard writes: 

“No evolutionary future awaits man except in association with all other men.”41  In a 

description of the movements awaiting humanity, Teilhard seems to predict convergences in 

thought that we now see evident in the global sharing of information made manifest through 

the internet. 

We are faced with a harmonized collectivity of consciousness equivalent to a sort of super-

consciousness.  The idea is that of the earth not only being covered by myriads of grains of thought, but 

becoming enclosed in a single thinking envelope so as to form, functionally, no more than a single vast 

grain of thought on the sidereal scale, the plurality of individual reflections grouping themselves 

together and reinforcing one another in the act of a single unanimous reflection.42 

But central to Teilhard’s worldview is the simultaneity in external and internal 

development.  While convergence facilitates the global sharing of information and ideas, the 

universalizing principles at work also foster increases in personalization.  The internal 

deepening of intelligence at work, in a world capable of major technological achievements, 

speaks to Teilhard of humanity’s growing capacity for comprehending the full implications of 

the creative force behind evolution made known to humanity in the Christification of matter.  

That is to say, the Incarnation holds the key to fully understanding the universe.  

Philosophically, this hearkens back to the supremacy of Christ articulated by the author of 

Colossians and resonates in concert from out of Teilhard’s Ignatian spiritual sensibilities: that all 
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creation springs forth from the eternal and living Word of God through the power of the Holy 

Spirit.  This sense of an “all in all” converging toward its fullness in the personalizing force of 

Christ as Omega point gives Teilhard’s perspective on evolution its distinctively Christian 

character.  He notes: “To be fully ourselves it is in the opposite direction, in the direction of 

convergence with all the rest, that we must advance—towards the ‘other’.  The peak of 

ourselves, the acme of our originality, is not our individuality but our person: and according to 

the evolutionary structure of the world, we can only find our person by uniting together.”43  

This intrinsic orientation toward ‘the other’ driving the evolutionary process, expresses the 

naturalistic logic written upon the universe which manifests in theological language as agape.  

The remarkable implications of this relationship speak to the veracity of the Christian narrative 

by demonstrating that “love” essentially drives the evolutionary process; and if God is love, 

then God indeed, steers the natural arc of evolution.   

But what of death?  To this Teilhard remarks: “Once formed, a reflective center can no 

longer change except by involution upon itself.  To outward appearance, admittedly, man 

disintegrated just like any animal.  But here and there we find an inverse of the phenomenon.  

By death in the animal, the radial is reabsorbed into the tangential, while in man it escapes and 

is liberated from it.  It escapes entropy by turning back to Omega: the hominization of death 

itself.”44  At this point, Teilhard’s hypotheses with respect to the practical and the theological 

implications of hominization muse over the possibilities of what lies ahead with respect to the 

noosphere.  Questions over the survival of (or transfer of) consciousness after death still 
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exceeds the limits of current scientific inquiry, but looking ahead toward developments in 

artificial intelligence, perhaps something of Teilhard’s vision may yet take form in the melding 

of minds and machines.45 

Looking back on the vast scope of cosmological history and the rise of human 

consciousness from a twentieth-century vantage point, Teilhard concludes: “One after the 

other all fields of human knowledge have been shaken and carried away by the same under-

water current in the direction of the study of some development.  Is evolution a theory, a 

system or a hypothesis?  It is much more: it is a general condition to which all theories, all 

hypotheses, all systems must bow and which they must satisfy henceforward if they are to be 

thinkable and true.  Evolution is a light illuminating all facts, a curve that all lines must follow.”46 

Locating Teilhard’s Work in Dialogue with Natural Theology 

It is an impossibility to spend time with Teilhard de Chardin’s work without considering 

his theories in light of ongoing conversations in the realm of natural theology.  Alistair McGrath 

offers up a helpful working definition of a term open to multiple interpretations, writing: 

“Natural theology is about maximizing the intellectual traction between the Christian vision of 

reality and observation of the natural world.”47  To some extent, the apologetic force of 

approaching the principle of evolution to demonstrate, not only the existence of God, but the 

telos of natural mechanisms pushing toward a providential completion in a Christ Omega, 

necessarily entails the sober recognition that scientific inquiry has intermingled compromisingly 

                                                      
45 It is important to note here that Teilhard’s response to entropy may not hold sufficient scientific weight against 
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with metaphysical speculation in Teilhard’s work.  Teilhard as priest and paleontologist, invites 

conversation at the intersection of religion and science in a manner that both inspires the 

spiritual imagination and challenges the empirical mind.  But as John Cobb Jr. notes: “Those 

who understand faith as a gift of God that is in no way dependent upon any spiritual or 

intellectual openness toward faith can reasonably object that the intellectual approach to God 

is pointless or worse.”48  As perhaps the most vocal critic of natural theology, Karl Barth objects 

in principle to the notion that human beings could choose how to comprehend or relate to God 

through means other than Christian revelation.  As noted by McGrath: “Natural theology as 

understood by Barth, embodies the characteristic tendency of sinful humanity to affirm its 

epistemic and soteriological independence.  Humanity could discover and relate to God under 

terms of its own choosing, rather than those mandated by the Christian proclamation.  If 

knowledge of God can be achieved independently of God’s self-revelation in Christ, then it 

follows that humanity can dictate the terms and conditions, not to mention the substance, of 

its knowledge of God.”49  Particularly in Protestant circles, where the realms of the spiritual and 

the secular represent separate spheres of existence, the need to explain the internal logic of 

God can be interpreted as expressing a deficiency in faith.  As Peter Berger notes, the rise of 

Protestantism can be construed in some measure as causing “immense shrinkage in the scope 

of the sacred in reality” in the promulgation of a Christian ethos that comprehends the world as 

“polarized between a radically transcendent divinity and a radically fallen humanity.”50  

However, as natural theologists like Alfred North Whitehead contend, experience of the 
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physical world must be taken seriously in the endeavor to understand humanity’s appropriate 

place in creation.  As such, the books of nature and of revelation may both contain elements for 

making sense of the subject-object schema fundamental to actual experience.51   

Such an approach inspired the famed natural theology of William Paley whose argument 

for contrivance in 1802 became a definitive statement for affirming the existence of God in light 

of the appearance of intelligent design in nature.  Likening creation to a watch and the Creator 

to a watchmaker, Paley’s work unwittingly facilitated deistic understandings of God as having 

initiated the natural processes governing the cosmic order and then having withdrawn from 

history.  This mechanical presentation of creation, through a particular brand of natural 

theology, historically crumbles as the result of Charles Darwin’s 1859 publication of Origin of 

the Species.  Through his theory of descent with modification through natural selection, 

Darwin’s work put into serious question, the unique status of humanity’s place on the planet; 

and speculation about the origins of both humankind and the cosmos in the aftermath of its 

publication challenged any form of metaphysical teleology.  However, English biologist Thomas 

H. Huxley interjected that Darwin’s views did not altogether eliminate theological convictions 

with respect to the structure of the universe and that “the doctrine of evolution is neither Anti-

theistic nor Theistic.”52  Darwin’s work does not concern the origins of life, although it does 

speak to natural selection as a random process.  To this, Cambridge paleo-biologist Simon 

Conway Morris, however, noted that natural selection could be interpreted as open to 

teleology far more than Darwin’s work might seem to indicate on the surface.  Morris noted: 
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“The view that evolution is open-ended, without predictabilities and indeterminate in terms of 

outcomes is negated by the ubiquity of evolutionary convergence, [which]…points to a deeper 

structure to life, a metaphorical landscape across which evolution must necessarily navigate.”53  

In light of the explanatory power through abduction of arguments for fine-tuning (and thus 

intelligent design) “natural theology can be framed in terms of regarding Christian vision of 

reality as offering the “best explanation” for what is observed in the physical world.”54 

In apologetic terms, although Teilhard de Chardin intuits a deliberate direction forward 

in his theology of evolution, his philosophy also speaks to the impossibility of a biblical account 

of finished creation in light of scientific evidence and reason.  In Christianity and Evolution, he 

writes: “The truth about today’s gospel is that it has ceased, or practically ceased, to have any 

attraction because it has become unintelligible.”55  Where this is first, and most apparently 

pronounced, is in his refusal to accept the notion of a primordial Eden from which the human 

creature could “fall”.  As John Haught notes: “The flowering of life need not turn us back to 

“earth’s sweet being in the beginning.”  Evolution, after all, rules out the possibility that 

paradise ever existed in earth’s history.  Teilhard has no intention of forsaking the faith of pre-

Darwinian and prescientific Christianity, but he wants us to realize that the universe and the 

earth are still coming into bloom.”56   

In contrast to the fixist perspectives of earlier Scholastics, Teilhard comprehends 

(written into the code of a creation still becoming), the concept of a perfect order having 
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already once existed, as fundamentally defying the laws of forward motion driving creation in 

both tangential and radial forms toward an Omega point ultimately resolving in the fullness of 

Christ.  As such, Teilhard’s thought contrasts markedly from classical theological positions of 

church Fathers like Augustine and Aquinas, for whom the science of their times facilitated 

arguments for a created order manifesting God’s total perfection.  But, citing a 1982 translation 

into English for the first time of Augustine’s “seminal reasons” in De Genesi ad litteram, Alistair 

McGrath challenges overly simplistic views on Augustine’s argument for God’s perfection 

(entailing: immutability, timelessness, and simplicity) to demonstrate that his ideas do not 

necessarily conflict with a theology of evolution.  McGrath notes that Augustine’s argument for 

God’s perfection includes a plan for creation unfolding through dormant potencies that spring 

forth over time.  McGrath writes of evolution: “Augustine insists that this does not mean that 

God created the world incomplete or imperfect, in that “what God originally established in 

causes, he subsequently fulfilled in effects.”  The world was created with an inbuilt potentiality 

to become what God intended it to be over time, which was bestowed in the primordial act of 

origination.”57  Interpreting God’s work in creation as both act and process, even Augustine’s 

understanding therefore contains space for the unfolding and becoming of a universe still 

evolving.  As such, perhaps there is still room for additional academic conversation that illumes 

the fuller relationship between arguments for fine-tuning and proponents of an evolutionary 

theology.   

Pondering the Problem of Evil in Light of Teilhard and Process 
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If one is tempted to accept the fundamental teleological premise of Teilhard de 

Chardin’s worldview, it is well worth asking: If creation is headed toward Omega in Christ, then 

why is there so much pain and suffering in the world some two thousand years after the 

Incarnation?  In God’s Action in the World, Maurice Wiles echoes the classical understanding of 

God, as the entity that creates the world entirely as he intends (as a singular ‘master act’)58 and 

then allows the laws that he has set into motion to function as they naturally do.  Along these 

lines, Wiles notes that “the problems concerning divine grace and human freedom make it 

uncertain whether and in what sense one can appropriately speak of…God’s acts.”59  In his 

construction, Wiles rejects particular providence; writing: “If the direct action of God, 

independent of secondary causation, is an intelligible concept, then it would appear to have 

been sparingly and strangely used.  Miracles must be by definition, relatively infrequent….yet 

even so it would seem strange that no miraculous intervention prevented Auschwitz or 

Hiroshima.”60  In Wiles view, therefore, miracles either cannot occur or God must be held 

accountable for certain non-actions.  Along this line; a God so arbitrary as to have the power to 

prevent certain evils, (who allows them to happen non-the-less) lacks our requirements for 

moral perfection and renders such a being unworthy of our worship.  So, according to Wiles, 

the problem of evil makes the possibility of a benevolent and powerful God’s intervention in 

the affairs of the world an impossibility.    

But theodicy does not negate all possibility for the action of God in human history if one 

allows a definition of ‘God’s action’ to include choices that are freely made by human beings 
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that manifest God’s intentions for and in the world.  Even though Wiles cannot explain away 

evil in the presence of an active God, there may very well be a master plan that will provide 

sufficient reasons for Hiroshima and the Holocaust when all is said and done.  Given free will, it 

stands to reason that human beings have a great deal to do with making God’s action in the 

world manifest.  But even if a Christian argument strives toward understanding creation in 

terms of a single ‘master act’ as Wiles proposes, the very Incarnation of the Christ through Jesus 

of Nazareth would appear to clearly demonstrate an actual intervention of God in our human 

history.  We cannot have the incarnate Christ through a God who functions as an absentee 

landlord, and it is precisely through the Incarnation that Christians claim an understanding of 

the nature of God.   

In light of this, Jürgen Moltmann contends that it is an absolute necessity for Christians 

to contextualize a Trinitarian understanding of God in direct relation to the cross.  According to 

Moltmann, a ‘theology of the cross’ is the key to understanding the very nature of God, wherein 

the suffering of God reveals God’s capacity for love—and vulnerability.  Moltmann writes, “We 

cannot deduce from the relative statement of Nicaea that God is unchangeable—that he is 

absolutely unchangeable…active suffering, the suffering of love (requires a) voluntary openness 

to the possibility of being affected by outside influences…whoever is capable of love is also 

capable of suffering, because he is open to the suffering that love brings with it.”61  So, through 

the suffering of Jesus on the cross, and the suffering of the Father over the agony of his Son; 

Moltmann concludes that the essence of God’s active love is revealed to humanity.  A relational 
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God is a God affected.  Similarly, Teilhard remarks: “The mystical Christ, the universal Christ of 

St. Paul, has neither meaning nor value in our eyes except as an expansion of the Christ who 

was born of Mary and who died on the cross.”62  This vision of God as not only inextricable 

linked to participated being, but also as internally participative in God’s own being, speaks to 

the genuine stakes of relationship and its capacity to affect. 

While the static and fixist cosmology evident in the works of Scholastics object to the 

statement: “God suffers,” a process approach to theology recognizes the inter-connectedness 

of all things and defines reality as a process of integrating relationships.  Suggesting that 

‘process’ is fundamental to all reality, change is not viewed prima facia as imperfection, and 

ongoing creation does not connote inadequacy on the part of God for the process theologian.  

In light of any Christian worldview, God is connected to the world in the act of origination; and 

not unlike the manner in which an infant grows in its mother’s womb, God’s relationship to 

humanity (and to the world) entails both dependence and independence.  In such a manner of 

argument: through dynamic inter-connectedness, God can and does feel the pain of the 

created, and therefore, the world does bring about changes in God.  This sense of the ongoing 

creative act also envisions that the future is genuinely open and undetermined.  Enlightened by 

such a process hermeneutic, Teilhard senses that a new understanding of the Incarnation 

proves inevitably necessary in order for Christians to recognize the active role that disciples are 

called to play in the evolutionary process; writing:  “Our Christology is still expressed in exactly 
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the same terms as those which, three centuries ago, could satisfy men whose outlook on the 

cosmos it is now physically impossible for us to accept.”63   

Without the possibility of a pre-existent state of perfection in a creation still becoming, 

Teilhard recognizes that the Adam and Eve narrative in the Garden of Eden lacks explanatory 

power for either the presence of evil in the world or the fundamental basis for the Incarnation.  

Scientifically, the idea of a “first man” appearing on the earth ex nihilo makes no sense in the 

context of physical evidence buried in the earth and inscribed upon cave walls.  Likewise, the 

suggestion that Christ would have come into the world as mere expiation for the mistakes of 

such a fabricated person diminishes the plausibility of the Christian narrative and the dignity of 

the human person as a responsible agent.  Teilhard instead suggests that “the evil inherent in 

the world as a result of its method of creation can be regarded as becoming specially 

individualized on earth simultaneously with the appearance of responsible human ‘I’s’.  This 

would be the original sin, in the strict sense of the word, of the theologians.”64  In light of this 

recognition, the fuller implications of an evolutionary theology conveying the reality of 

humanity’s responsibility to participate in the process of creation’s unfolding is articulated by 

Ilia Delio in her work, the Unbearable Wholeness of Being.  Delio writes: 

The world has, in fact, no terms of its own because it does not exist apart from us.  The world 

reflects who we are and what we think we are in relation to God.  It is not the world that is opposed to 
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God.  It is we who are opposed to God when we try to control God for our own religious purposes.  We 

are not asked to create an alternate world or to reject this one but to divinize it from within.”65 

In sharp contrast to narratives that seek to separate the realms of the sacred and the 

secular, such a process hermeneutic invites Christian disciples into a way of seeing the world as 

animated with the stuff of God.  This also more fully explains why God would come into the 

world at a point in human history wherein consciousness had reached sufficient levels for God’s 

own self-revelation to be comprehended and recorded by his creatures.  Teilhard writes: “the 

Incarnation will be complete only when the part of chosen substance contained in every 

object—given spiritual import once in our souls and a second time with our souls in Jesus—shall 

have rejoined the final center of completion.”66  Considering Teilhard’s understanding of 

process on a mechanistic level, Ludovico Galleni adds: “the necessity of maintaining the stability 

of the whole is influencing the evolution of the parts, and this evolution is actually the evolution 

of the parts, and this evolution is actually the evolution of living—and the result is the moving 

toward complexity and consciousness.”67  As such, the forces (both divine and human) driving 

the physical and the spiritual world forward are comprehended as interconnecting to the 

degree that the growth and the progress of parts, takes place in conjunction with the growth 

and the progress of the whole.   

Part of what makes this interesting from the perspective of a natural theology, is the 

connection between convergence/complexity and the Whitheadian view that there is an 
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‘oughtness’ to life inherent to a theology of process.  Cobb notes: “Morality presupposes the 

objectivity of values.  Until we know what is valuable itself, apart from all considerations of 

further consequences, we have no basis for morality and no meaning for life.”68  Hearkening 

back to his Ignatian sensibilities with respect to humanity, in Writings from a Time of War, 

Teilhard pens: “in every creature there exists physically (in virtue of Christ’s having been chosen 

to be the head of the universe), besides the individual material and spiritual characteristics we 

recognize in it, a certain relationship that all being has to Christ—a particular adaptation to 

Christ of created essence—something of Christ, in short is born and develops, and gives the 

whole individual (even the “natural” individual) its ultimate personality and final ontological 

value.”69  As such, the invitation to understand all action taken by the conscious being in life as 

contributing to the fullness of Christ, animates not only the moral code of the individual, but 

also pushes forward (in some small increment) the entire project of creation itself. 

Christian Formation in Light of an Evolutionary Theology 

Having framed a hermeneutic for approaching theology in a manner informed by a 

modern scientific approach, the foundational work of Teilhard de Chardin practically intersects 

with conversations around the active role disciples might play in forming as Christians.  If one is 

even modestly convinced that something of God’s ways are written into the mechanics of the 

natural world, then it is hard to disregard the reality of evolution as the characteristic process 

steering a universe that is still expanding and a creation that is still unfolding.  In consideration 

of Teilhard, empirical evidence and scholarly agreement across the spectrum of both scientific 
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and theological conversations demonstrates the resonance of approaching reality with an 

awareness of convergence giving way to complexity over time.  The very fact that human beings 

are capable of observing and pondering the nature of natural processes also demonstrates the 

veracity of a paradigm observing that convergence and complexity have given way to 

consciousness over time.  In the midst of convergent integration, as creatures who not only 

know, but who know that we know, human beings mark the leap in the evolutionary process 

wherein consciousness becomes self-aware.   

Knowing that one knows, the role of agency made manifest in a humanity unbound by 

the restrictions of purely instinctual drives toward survival, presents persons with a great many 

freedoms and responsibilities in choosing how to live in the world and behave toward others.  

Effecting and being affected by one’s experience of the world, conscious agents are formed by 

nature and by nurture in the approach toward making sense of tactile phenomena as well as 

concepts, symbols and metaphors; and human beings are social creatures.  In his seminal work 

Stages of Faith, James Fowler notes that: “Our relations of trust in and loyalty to our 

companions in community are deepened and sanctioned by our shared trust in and loyalty to 

transcendent centers of value and power.”70  In the general context of religious faith, and in 

specific—Christian faith, the trust and loyalty expressed by a given person in relation to others 

in community finds expression through one’s ability to live into shared understandings of 

morality, ethics, and law.71  Life in community entails action and nonaction alike; but is 

necessarily participative in nature.  In the Divine Milieu, Teilhard writes: “Immersion and 
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emergence; participation in things and sublimation; possession and renunciation; crossing 

through and being borne onwards—that is the twofold yet single movement which answers the 

challenge of matter in order to save it.”72  In light of a theology of evolution, the role of each 

person in modeling (internally) the expanding of the created order (externally) speaks to the 

imperative of participation in the process of evolution itself.  While moving into the realm of 

metaphysics, Teilhard’s proposition that evolution works in both tangential and radial forms 

provides a spark for dialogue, wherein the conversation naturally opens to understandings of 

and approaches to Christian formation.   

Working in synthesis with Teilhard’s thought, Emily Binns writes: “The very structure of 

the words, Creation, Incarnation, Redemption indicates process, unfinished business…The 

Christ needs the growing love of humanity in order to assume his own cosmic role to continue 

the work of Creation and Redemption.”73  Binns’ reflection expresses the implications of an 

evolutionary theology; that requires the effort and agency of humanity to make manifest the 

character of a Christ-laden telos in the created order.  It speaks also, therefore, to the active 

role of co-creation that human beings play in the becoming of the universe; in Teilhardian 

terms: Christogenesis.  However, at the heart of an orthodox Christian confession of faith, the 

role of the Holy Spirit in enlivening and enlightening the human heart and mind, speaks to the 

initiation into an understanding and experience of reality only made manifest through the 

invitation of the Divine.  In his influential work the Pursuit of God, A.W. Tozer remarks “We 

pursue God because, and only because, He has first put an urge within us that spurs us to the 
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pursuit.”74  To this, Teilhard echoes: “God reveals himself everywhere, beneath our groping 

efforts, as a universal milieu, only because he is the ultimate point upon which all realties 

converge.”75   

As thinking agents, a natural theology, and in particular an evolutionary theology, invites 

intellectual reflection and speculation that makes for rich conversation and deepens 

understanding of the world, the Divine, and humanity’s place in it.  However, as students and 

teachers of Christian spirituality have echoed throughout the centuries, something of 

approaching or understanding God requires a profound passivity.  Tozer writes: “The way to 

deeper knowledge of God is through the lonely valleys of soul poverty and abnegation of all 

things.”76  Inspired by the apostle Paul’s Christ Hymn of Philippians, the self-emptying work of 

kenosis that makes room for the Holy in the heart and mind of the Christian disciple, speaks to 

the letting go inherent to Christian formation.  As such, allowing for appropriate nuance, the 

revelation of God (as envisioned by Teilhard: manifesting through external senses and internal 

powers of perception) provides an approach to Christian formation that includes elements of 

both the active and the passive, of the seen and of the unseen.  Such a “both/and” approach 

helpfully, and properly, provides room for the direct experience of the Holy (as initiated by the 

Triune God) and for apprehensions of the Divine through a natural theology that seeks to 

reconcile religious experience in descriptive and intellectual terms. 

The groundwork laid begs the question: What precisely is the role of a disciple in 

evolving as a Christian?  Comprehending and affirming creedal statements and articulating 
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theological paradigms for interpreting the world speak to the relevance of information in the 

life of faith.  However, from a pedagogical hermeneutic, one recognizes that information is not 

formation.  In A Guide to Christian Spiritual Formation, Evan B. Howard notes that: “Spiritual 

formation affirms direct experience, fosters character development, and is nurtured within the 

context of personal and congregational practices.”77  Howard references the image of a potter 

working with clay in Isaiah 64:8 and Jeremiah 18:1-6 to iterate the point that “everything is 

being formed all the time” and that spiritual formation in a Christian context necessarily entails 

an unending process of deep personal transformation, lived out in and effected by 

community.78  Such an understanding of Christian formation, speaks to ongoing development 

and a process oriented, internal program of personal evolution.  As Rowan Williams frames: 

“The place where you are going to be is always going to be defined by the Master…who you are 

is finally going to be determined by your relationship with him.”79   

Inherently teleological, the program nonetheless finds its locus in the eternal present.  

Though always developing and changing, relationship exists in real-time.  It can never not be 

now, and this maxim lifts up an understanding of Christian formation that is rooted in a way of 

being that is ever-becoming.  The co-existent simultaneity of these states (being and becoming) 

fosters a way of participation in discipleship that is both aspirational and observational; 

wherein working toward a goal, the Christian comprehends and experiences the omnipresence 

of God in space/time.  In the balance of these states, Howard moves toward a working 

definition of: “Christian spiritual formation as a Spirit-and human-led process by which 
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individuals and communities mature in relationship with the Christian God (Father, Son, and 

Holy Spirit) and are changed into ever-greater likeness to the life and gospel of this God.”80  In 

light of this definition, it is worth revisiting Teilhard as he ponders the delicately interwoven 

relationship between conformity through union, and differentiation at work in spiritual 

development. 

As a matter of relationship in constant evolution, the “all things made new” message of 

the gospel speaks to the ongoing process of putting on Christ.  In cosmological terms, Teilhard’s 

metaphysics universalizes the potential impact of such a program on the individual.  Just as 

evolution gives rise to consciousness, Teilhard comprehends consciousness as moving toward a 

union of thinking agents.  Envisioning a “mega-Synthesis” he writes: 

The general gathering together in which…the totality of thinking units and thinking forces are 

engaged—the aggregation in a single block of a mankind whose fragments weld together and 

interpenetrate before our eyes in spite of (indeed in proportion to) their efforts to separate—all this 

becomes intelligible from top to bottom as soon as we perceive it as the natural culmination of a cosmic 

process of organization which has never varied since those remote ages when our planet was young.81 

The implication writ large of a movement toward Christ becoming “all in all” in Teilhard’s view 

here, speaks to the convergence of individual personalities in the direction of the one cosmic 

person, Christ.  Putting on Christ and conforming to Christ on a universal scale implies, from this 

perspective, a melding of consciousness that shares in aspirations and in characteristics of 

person, consistent with Christ’s own.  While this move from personal to collective 

consciousness may seem to imply a kind of loss in distinct individual personhood, Teilhard 
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contends that the evolutionary move of consciousness toward a center of convergence in Christ 

reveals, instead, the “hyper-personal”.  Noting the importance of not confusing individuality 

with personality, Teilhard speaks of Christ Omega as “a distinct center radiating at the core of a 

system of centers” wherein “the peak of ourselves, the acme of originality, is not our 

individuality but our person; and according to the evolutionary structure of the world, we can 

only find our person by uniting together.”82  Such an understanding highlights the substance of 

the adage “there are no solo Christians” as the endeavor of spiritual formation entails a union 

with other disciples in increasing the presence of God’s living Word through an evolutionarily, 

convergent, and cooperative process.   

Howard speaks to this point noting: “At times Christian spirituality and formation in 

Christ have been looked at from a simple “Jesus and me” perspective.  While there is certainly 

benefit in plumbing the depths of personal intimacy with Christ, we must also acknowledge that 

this is only part of the story…We are members of families, congregations, cities, and other 

groups.  Who I am is who we are.”83  This statement lifts up the Bantu concept of ubuntu; 

communicating that individual identity is genuinely dependent on the larger character of a 

people.  The confessional ubuntu statement “I am because we are” captures well the similar 

notion, that sharing life together in the Lord characterizes not only Christian community, but 

the larger aim of the disciple’s journey in an evolutionary theology.  Putting on Christ, (the 

incarnate manifestation of the creating, sustaining, and redeeming force at the heart of all 

being) happens over time in the context of a two-fold command: to love God and to love one’s 
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neighbor as oneself.  Drawn to another, clothed in other-oriented concern: the work of internal, 

personal Christian formation becomes visible and relevant to the outside world when a disciple 

can reflect (even if only dimly) the image of the Christ to another. 

Teilhard and the Cosmic Power of Love 

In terms of Christian spirituality and formation, the participation in the being and the 

becoming given to Christian disciples by God inevitably leads to a discussion of love.  Through a 

growing corpus of significant work, including Christ in Evolution and the Unbearable Wholeness 

of Being, Ilia Delio’s synthesis of Teilhard’s thought with respect to the driving energy of love at 

work in creation proves invaluable.  Delio writes: “Since love is the core energy of evolution and 

God is love, God is the core of evolution, the unstoppable urge of cosmic reality for more life.  

In this respect evolution has a religious core, a deep, inherent drive toward ultimate 

wholeness.”84  Delio’s language helps to expand conventional notions of, and traditional 

perceptions about, God to synthesize Teilhard’s thought into a working vernacular for 

apprehending reality.  While philosophical implication of affirming that “God is love” entails a 

willingness to consider the inter-relationship inherent to a Triune godhead and the interest of 

the Divine in the wellbeing of other creatures in the created order that love as an ontological 

state implies, the statement also affirms something about the character of convergence as an 

evolutionary principle.  Delio adds: “Love lives in persons not ideas.  Love is not a concept but a 

powerful, transforming energy…Love is not what God does; love is what God is.”85  A relational 

God (and thus a relational evolutionary process), initiating contact through self-revelation in 
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written and naturally manifested forms, speaks to the necessity of intellectual and spiritual 

receptivity on the part of creatures.  Tozer implores: “Let any man turn to God in earnest, let 

him begin to exercise himself unto godliness, let him seek to develop his powers of spiritual 

receptivity by trust and obedience and humility, and the results will exceed anything he may 

have hoped in his leaner and weaker days.”86  Contemplating the active component at work in a 

pursuit of God, (other than direct theophany akin to Paul on the road to Damascus) such 

perspective affirms that one must first be open to the possibility of such relationship, and then 

cultivate a listening posture in order to receive and to discern what the Spirit may be 

communicating.  Delio speaks poignantly to this, writing:  “To love is to risk being rejected by 

others…God’s love respects the independence and freedom of the other because love does not 

seek to control, dominate, or manipulate; rather love seeks to empower the other for the 

flourishing of life.”87  Considering the nature of love, and therefore of God, in light of such a 

hermeneutic, highlights the invitational nature of a vernacular theology and the intrinsic 

freedom at play in humanity’s pursuit of both intellectual knowledge and spiritual wisdom. 

Shifting the picture of God from judgmental overlord to one of God as the quintessential 

state of empowering love driving creation forward, reconstitutes fundamental notions about 

humanity’s relation to the Divine ground.  Herein lies part of the transformative power of an 

evolutionary theology; in Delio’s words: “the idea of Christ in evolution; that is, the dynamic life 

of Christ empowering the universe through the human person open to God, and the movement 

of the universe toward integration and unity in love.”88  From a Christian perspective, this 
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framework inspires a way of seeing and an attitude for approaching both Scripture and the 

indwelling of Christ in the person through the power of the Holy Spirit as “living Word.”  

Considering the full implications of “God as love” at the heart of (and in every directional  

emanation from) an ever-becoming creation, invites the conscious agent to behold the personal 

nature of all reality as both phenomenon and revelation.  It also speaks to such beholding in 

terms that are neither forced nor required by cosmic despotism upon the creature.  Unpacked 

by Delio, Teilhard’s evolutionary theology, instead, points to a post-patriarchal and pan-Christic 

reality that is there to be received.  It is therefore a posture of spiritual receptivity which 

facilitates, in Teilhard’s model: “the radiation as a present reality of that mysterious center of 

our centers (which I have called) Omega.”89   

The work of receptively taking in divine love, of being transformed by it, and of then 

actively returning a posture of other-oriented concern back to the world, speaks to the reality 

of process inherent to being Christian.  Stretching back to the work of the early faith’s first 

systematic theologian, Origen (185-254), a three-stage schema for the Christian mystical life 

considers the moral (purificatory), natural (illuminative), and contemplative (unitive) 

dimensions of formation arising from out of Christ’s union with the soul effected in baptism.90  

In his famed commentary on the Song of Songs, Origen describes the formation journey in 

terms of the biblical Exodus.  The first purificatory stage initiated in baptism is likened to 

coming out of Egypt and the crossing of the Red Sea, followed by illuminative development 

through desert wanderings and the discovery of sustenance therein, resolving in joyful song at 
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the summit of the spiritual life.91  Origen’s description of the soul’s ascent helpfully articulates a 

process of spiritual formation that begins with God’s loving initiative in baptism, which then 

opens the Christian (in light of new life in Christ) to learn virtue, to adopt a right attitude 

toward the world and to then ascend to contemplation of God.  The central role of the Holy 

Spirit in affecting Christian formation finds balanced expression in Origen, as he also lifts up the 

imperative of participative work entailed in learning how to think, feel, and act in order to 

ascend toward a sense of union with God.  Perhaps less helpful, however, in terms of an 

approach to Christian formation that embraces a natural theology, Origen’s Platonic roots 

embed his thought in a deep suspicion of the body, with the goal of spiritual life aimed at 

subduing the materiality of the flesh.92  In contrast, Teilhard’s appreciation for matter in light of 

his own Ignatian sensibilities and his committed work as a paleontologist lead him to abandon 

the body/spirit dualism so central to early Christian thinkers embedded in the tradition of a 

Platonic metaphysics. 

 As an extension of this distinction between Origen and Teilhard’s differing views of 

materiality, it is also important for a discussion of Christian spiritual formation to note a 

trajectory toward a more this-worldly spirituality pronounced in Teilhard’s thought.  In a 

collaborative effort, Ilia Delio and William Dinges approach Teilhard in conversation with a 

“new spirituality”.  Dinges writes: “what has come to be known as a “new spirituality,” [is] a 

hybridization of traditions of the past, beliefs and practices of the present, and innovative ideas 

surrounding a new scientific synthesis and cosmology…that includes a colonization of the 
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Western mind by Eastern esoteric psychologies, philosophies, and religious traditions.”93  In a 

post-patriarchal paradigm that places value on the mystical experience as an invitation to re-

inventing the self, Dinges notes the holistic and ecologically minded character of new 

spirituality and places Teilhard in the context of such a movement in light of his cosmologically 

informed understanding of evolutionary theology.   

Moving from a static view of creation, Teilhard’s work communicates God as ‘ahead’ 

more so than ‘above’ and recasts ‘a religion of heaven’ in light of humanity’s integral role in 

evolution as a ‘religion of the earth’.94  In terms of formation, Teilhard’s resonance within a 

movement of new spirituality speaks to the participatory role that disciples play in the 

‘Christification’ of the world.  Delio and Dinges note of Teilhard: “His deep secular humanism 

reaches the core of Christian life which is a “mysticism of action,” involvement in the world 

compenetrated by God.”95  By animating the secular world with the substance of the 

Incarnation, Teilhard’s thought not only mends artificial distinctions between the sacred and 

the profane or between the body and the spirit, he also presents Christians with a new path 

toward making the faith more intelligible to ourselves and others.  Delio champions: “Teilhard 

de Chardin turns revelation and nature into a complementarity of wholeness, expanding 

religion so that it better reflects God’s revelation…What Teilhard teaches us is that the Book of 

Nature can no longer be separated from the Book of Scripture without denying God.  The two 

together constitute an organic theology.”96  What Delio and others lift up in Teilhard’s work 
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conveys the apologetic force of a description of Christianity resonating in concert with science.  

The interpretation of Christianity in a new vernacular and the explication of its symbols and 

metaphors in a manner palatable to educated and rational people in the modern world, may 

contain something of a way forward for Christian thought; placing Teilhard himself in the 

participative matrix of aiding in the transformation of human consciousness toward a Christic 

end. 

Bridging “New Spirituality” with Ancient Christian Practice 

In recent years, the unique and persuasive mix of empirical and mystical sensibilities 

inherent to Teilhard’s work have been championed and expanded by scholars working at the 

intersection of science and theology and through popular writings highly accessible to the 

general public.  Particularly in the work of Richard Rohr, whose 2019 book the Universal Christ 

derives its title from Teilhard’s conversations on evolutionary theology in the Divine Milieu, a 

vernacular discussion over a “God [who] loves things by becoming them”97 introduces a new 

audience to Teilhard.  Inviting Christians to continue pondering (and living into) the paradigm 

proposed by Teilhard, Rohr encourages consideration of a God the size of the still expanding 

universe whose very essence and being “in love” invites the transformative realization of 

accepting that one is cosmically accepted.98  As a foundational point of departure for a life-long 

program of Christian formation, the implications of a God who “is love” already loving each 

creature as they are, lays the groundwork for a deep appreciation of grace as an essential 

doctrine underpinning all human efforts along programs of spiritual development.  As such, 
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Rohr writes: “we have faith in Christ so we can have the faith of Christ.  That is the goal…We 

need to look at Jesus until we can look out at the world with his kind eyes.  The world no longer 

trusts Christians who “love Jesus” but do not seem to love anything else.”99   

Rohr’s articulation of faith formation’s ultimate telos here, contains an invitational quip 

to consider what fidelity to Christogenesis might require on the part of those following Jesus.  In 

light of a relational and an experiential paradigm, a theology of evolution highlights the 

imperative for ongoing transformation and conversion in the hearts, minds, and behaviors of 

disciples.  The implications of such a hermeneutic speak to an understanding of Christianity that 

goes beyond confessional statements of faith and social affiliations of belonging.  Putting on an 

active and a living faith with a distinct and a definable teleological aim, implies that: others 

should be able to identify Christians on the basis of their interactions with (and impact upon) 

this world.  In the participative and collaborative endeavor of an evolutionary theology, 

personal salvation is no longer the ultimate end for which to strive in the Christian life.  Teilhard 

writes: 

Religion is not a strictly individual crisis—or choice or intuition—but represents the long 

disclosure of God’s being through collective experience of the whole of humanity: God reflecting himself 

personally on the collective sum of thinking monads to guarantee an assured success and fix precise 

laws for their hesitant activities; God bent over the now intelligence mirror of earth to impress on it the 

first marks of his beauty.100   

While growing closer to God most certainly contains sensate elements that produce 

positive feelings and charitable thoughts in a “believer”, the invitation to behold the splendor 
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of the Divine in creation and the element of personal responsibility to nurture and care for that 

creation articulated in Teilhard’s philosophy, reconstitutes the meaning of a thoroughly 

Christian identity.  Offering a path forward in the relationship between science and religion, in 

light of quantum physics, the central role of the perceiving mind in shaping reality speaks to the 

importance of how one subjectively sees the world.  Phenomenological observations of 

external manifestations in nature take form and communicate meaning through acts of 

interpretation on the part of conscious agents.  The quality and the clarity of the 

epistemological lens through which one sees, therefore, proves central to the project of Christ 

in evolution.  As such, the radial component of increasing convergence and complexity (leading 

to increased consciousness) described by Teilhard, directs practical theological approaches to 

his work…inward.  While the study of natural theology frames Teilhard’s perspective in terms of 

the visible and “tangential” dynamics of the expanding, physical universe, his understanding 

also prompts study of spiritual practices for inspiring and facilitating the internal and “radial” 

evolution of human consciousness.  Therefore, having framed (with Teilhard’s help), a case for 

considering an evolutionary hermeneutic, and having considered the active role that disciples 

are called to play in the Christification of a still evolving world, this conversation now turns to 

an investigation of practices that have been cultivated by Christians throughout the life of the 

tradition in order to effect formation and transformation.  We now explore the roots and 

developments of contemplative Christian practice. 
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CHAPTER TWO: Christian Contemplative Practice 
 

“Under the constant flood of being that science lets loose, a certain small-scale academic Christ is swept away; and 
instead the great Christ of tradition and mysticism is revealed and must be accepted: and it is to this Christ that we 

must turn”—Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (Science and Christ, 1968) 

 

Considering theologians in the early, medieval, and modern church who have shaped 

approaches to experiential understandings of faith, this chapter will explore the ways in which 

contemplative practice may provide a vocabulary (and perhaps more importantly, an 

experiential pathway) for the future vitality of Christianity in a scientifically informed age that 

has largely transcended the creedal dogmas of the historical church, but that still yearns for a 

meaningful framework for responding to life’s ultimate questions.  By articulating a practical 

theology aimed at heightening awareness of God’s ongoing, incarnate presence in the world 

and a model of active faith that springs forth from an awareness of the individual’s location 

within the divine ground, this conversation will attempt to demonstrate how a contemplative 

Christian worldview that rises above discursive thought and prepares the individual to better 

receive the abundant grace of God, can help to facilitate the kind of transformational 

discipleship required to engage the modern world as an ambassador of Christ.  Often framed as 

cultivating the ability to rise above the ego (or the false self) and its identification with thinking 

patterns and strongly held opinions, a contemplative Christian epistemology can provide for the 

kind of noogenesis that enables Christogenesis (the evolution of a ‘radial’ consciousness as 

envisioned by Teilhard).  With an eye toward the future, such a movement could serve as the 

catalyst for enabling Christian realization of inter-connectivity—a faith-based antidote to the 

epidemic sense of divide experienced across Christian communities as the result of strong and 
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contrasting individual associations with political, social, and economic points of view in the 

modern world. 

Setting the Frame 

With an eye on the historical arc of the total organized Christian experience, a sound 

argument can be made that we are now living in one of the single-most potentially 

transformative times for the Jesus Movement since before the reign of Constantine.  Christian 

faith is no longer assumed in the dominant cultures of the world, and like those who chose to 

follow Jesus before the legalization and standardization of the faith, contemporary Christians 

now have the opportunity to engage the surrounding secular world with a radical, counter-

cultural narrative that challenges the senses of fragmentation and financialization intrinsic to 

modern life.  Particularly in an American context, wherein Christian identity is often tied to 

either an economic program of prosperity or a sense of being right with God by claiming 

allegiance with Jesus through verbal declarations that often do little else to transform lives or 

behaviors, Christians now stand poised to reach into the faith’s rich history in order to 

comprehensively re-tell its salvific story about the ultimate meaning and end of the human 

experience.  And while the eschatological vision for God’s reign and for the Parousia so central 

to the Biblical witness cannot be divorced from orthodox Christian teaching, much can be 

accomplished to transform the world in the here-and-now by shaping disciples who frame 

existence through a Christ-soaked hermeneutic that lifts up the Holy potential for present 

times.  As leading scholar and teacher of contemplative Christian spirituality Cynthia Bourgeault 

suggests: “the most productive orientation for our time here is not to focus on how quickly we 
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can get back to our spiritual homeland, but to give ourselves fully to the divine intimacy being 

ventured right here and now.”101   

Though Christianity testifies to a future trajectory for God’s Creation, much has been 

historically compromised in the human endeavor to transform the world for the better by the 

failure to adequately articulate a practical theology for living into the present.  The promise of a 

better life after death has, for centuries, served to perpetuate oppressive status quos the world 

over as the poor have accepted injustice and inequity at the behest of a Church who promises a 

better lot for the disenfranchised in the life to come.  With the benefit of scholarship around a 

theology of liberation, however, Christian thinkers now have access to a framework for 

investigating (and for better comprehending) how often the faith has been employed as an 

instrument of the State at the expense of human flourishing and to set a corrective path.  As 

painfully evidenced in the legacy of the Church in Latin America, an exclusively future-oriented 

Christianity often manifests in the practical subjugation for the have-nots in a society, wherein 

a theodicy of compensation articulates the maintenance of oppressive status quos in the name 

of a Christian God who dispenses justice in an afterworld.  But, as popular spiritual teachers like 

Eckhart Tolle are now helping contemporary seekers to recognize, it is in actuality, never not 

NOW.  Resonating with the ancient wisdom of the East, and Teilhard’s call to consider a shifted 

focus from a ‘religion of heaven’ toward a ‘religion of the earth’, an expanding sense of the 

“eternal now” speaks to the need for Christian institutions to account for the present 

circumstances of individual lives and of the world in which we are currently living.102  As such, a 
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socially responsible Christian spirituality that imbues the power to shape lives and heal the 

wounds of those who seek transformation and comfort in an experience of Christ, must 

respond in this here and now.  And perhaps reclaiming the ancient understandings of the Desert 

Fathers, cultivated by medieval monastics and rediscovered by contemporary contemplatives 

holds something of the key to such a Christian spirituality.   

To bring an awareness of the present moment into a Christian spirituality is largely a 

matter of cultivating a contemplative way of being in the world.  It is a receptive approach to 

the faith that recasts poverty in spiritual terms, wherein attention to the awe-inspiring 

presence of God in all things prepares the disciple for listening and for responding to the 

spontaneous and mysterious movements of the Holy Spirit.  As Thomas Merton writes: “The 

only thing to seek in contemplative prayer is God; and we seek Him successfully when we 

realize that we cannot find Him unless He shows Himself to us, and yet at the same time that 

He would not have inspired us to seek Him unless we had already found Him.”103  By quieting 

the mind through the discipline of meditation, contemplatives seek God through silence and 

cultivate the ability to enter daily life with a reverent humility that transcends the illusions of 

separation from God and others inherent to ego consciousness.  As a practically efficacious 

discipline, James Finley notes that: “through meditation we can learn to be less anxious, less 

depressed, less addictive—in short, less subject to all the ways in which we as human beings 

suffer, and in our suffering, contribute to the suffering of others.”104 In as much as such practice 

is firmly grounded in the Christian tradition, such exercise holds tremendous potential for 
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transforming the lives of modern disciples in search of more fulfilling lives and more just social 

structures by inviting a different way of approaching reality.  But as Teilhard helpfully assesses: 

“we cannot recognize God’s hand and voice in the world without a special sensitizing of the 

eyes and ears and of our soul (‘grace’)—that is, without a special sort of sense or super-

sense.”105  The default, Cartesian sense of identity that defines ‘thinking’ as the primary ground 

of personhood in the modern Western world thrives upon differentiation and separation, which 

largely undermines the flourishing of a consciousness that perceives the deep inter-connectivity 

of ‘being’ clothing an authentically Christ-soaked worldview.   

As an invitation into the Christian life, the appeal of such contemplative perception may 

hold a vast untapped reservoir for evangelism in the twenty-first century.  And as Duke Divinity 

School Dean, L. Gregory Jones writes: “In times of uncertainty, we’re inclined to stick to what 

we know—or think we remember.  But rather than heading back to Egypt, we need to develop 

a mindset called “traditioned innovation”.106  Such a mindset creatively utilizes the best of the 

past in a context that responds effectively to current circumstances.  And, the commitment to 

deep and formational inner-work, carried out in a communal context that holds the potential to 

transform perceptions about reality inherent to the path of Christian Contemplation 

exemplifies such a concept of traditioned innovation, as it preserves the historical witness of 

Christianity while demonstrating how the tradition can still convey truth in a scientifically 

informed age for people who are looking for ways to find ultimate meaning in life that are 

consistent with human experience and with modern physics. 
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As this discussion will explore, the contemplative way (though for centuries forgotten in 

the Christian West) has legitimate and firm roots in the tradition and holds space for a 

scientifically informed, psychologically healing, and theologically transformative experience of 

an evolutionary reality.  However, like the Israelites of the Exodus, who found themselves 

wandering for decades in the Sinai desert, many contemporary mainline church leaders are 

compelled to hold fast to articulations of the Christian experience that are no longer effective in 

the post-modern, post-Christian world.  The global democratization of information through 

technology has largely demystified the human experience to the peril of the human spiritual 

imagination.  Many in the church no longer know how to tell its story in a manner that connects 

others to things beyond the scope of an individual’s sensate experiences of the physical world.  

Trapped inside its own subjective perceptions of reality, the modern psyche is largely (though 

unnecessarily) an abode of isolation devoid of a history.  As such, human beings require 

(perhaps now more than ever before) a paradigm for making sense of the world, and a 

convincing case entails a practical spirituality that integrates evolutionary science into the 

context of a divine ground active in human history.   

I suggest the most comprehensive model for such an approach can be located in the 

modern expression of a contemplative Christian way: first articulated in the West by John 

Cassian and expanded over the centuries by the likes of Ignatius of Loyola which culminate in 

an ability to incorporate modern physics into Christian spirituality as articulated by Pierre 

Teilhard de Chardin.  Incorporating a deep spirituality centered in humility before an ever-

active Creator God, comprehended as working through natural and human history, Christians 

have something of profound importance to offer to the world in putting the scattered puzzle 
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pieces of meaning for human existence back together in a manner that makes sense out of the 

journey through life, and at the same time makes a compelling case for the veracity of its own 

sacred narrative. 

The Roots of Contemplative Christian Practice 

Locating a contemplative spirituality indigenous to Christianity begins with considering 

how the faith itself developed out of the syncretism Jewish and Hellenistic thought and 

experience.  From an understanding of a God who manifests in the wilderness, the promise 

made to Abraham for a lineage sealed through the covenant with Ancient Israel in the time of 

Moses, speaks of a Creator who acts in human history.  The Holy One of Israel, inscrutable and 

wholly other, articulated through the Psalmist, “Be still and know that I am God” (Ps. 46:10) 

takes on a human form in the person of Jesus of Nazareth.  Making sense out of such an event, 

early Christians tapped into the Platonic philosophy of the Greek world in which real knowledge 

“implies the orientation of the whole person so that one participates in the realm of Ideas or 

Forms.”107  Perhaps best expressed in the Prologue to John’s Gospel, a Hellenistic philosophical 

expression of the God of Israel manifests through the comprehension of Jesus as the pre-

existent λογοσ, the Word of God made flesh.  Embodying God’s intentions for the world 

through a life lived as a model of total perfection in action and intention, Jesus bridges the gap 

between the ‘wholly other’ Creator of Judaic tradition and humanity as God takes on a body, 

and in a dualistic philosophical construct such as Platonic philosophy, wherein spirit and flesh 

are largely set at odds against one another.  The Incarnation effectively lifts up the material 

world by suggesting that the intention of the universe, the very source of Ideas and Forms, has 
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chosen to manifest in the physical world in an actual human body.  By the first-century, a 

Hellenic concept of a transcendent God develops in a Stoicized philosophical construct referred 

to as Middle Platonism, “which provides the intellectual background of many of the Fathers, 

and is the form in which the idea of the soul’s ascent to God is understood.”108  As a 

contemporary of Jesus, Jewish philosopher Philo sensed that by contemplating the natural 

world, something of an ultimately unknowable God could be experienced.  But, in sharp 

contrast to Plato, Philo did not believe that the essence of the human being (the soul) was 

divine in itself.  As Andrew Louth articulates: “Philo sees man’s spirituality not as something 

natural but as God-given; man’s relationship to God is a possibility given to him by God.  In his 

insistence on this we can sense something of a contrast between Philo and Plato.”109   

Out of a grace-laden sense of humanity’s total dependence on God for existence and for 

knowledge of God, Philo is instrumental in the development of Christian thought by virtue of 

his notion of apprehending the divine through meditation upon Scripture, upon the Word.  

Louth notes, “this strand in Philo’s doctrine of the Word is something quite original to him.  

Starting from an idea of God without parallel in his philosophical milieu, Philo develops an 

understanding of the Word that sees meditation on Scripture, that is, God’s self-disclosure, as 

central to the soul’s search for God.  This is quite new—and something that the Christian 

Fathers were to take up and make their own.”110 

The notion of the soul’s search for knowledge of (and union with) God is the essence of 

a contemplative spirituality, of mysticism.  By the time of Origen (circa 180-254) the Middle 
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Platonic sensibilities with respect to meditation upon Scripture as an avenue for the soul’s 

ascent to God, takes form through writings that lift up the Biblical witness, and in particular the 

Song of Songs, as an expression of God’s love for humanity.  The mystical interpretation of 

Origen on the Song has led him to be historically comprehended as the church’s first explicitly 

mystical theologian111 and his work helps to ground the Christian contemplative tradition firmly 

in a history of deep exploration of God’s Word expressed through meditation upon the Bible.  

As James Finley writes: “To commit yourself to seeking God by practicing meditation in the 

Christian tradition assumes that you are learning how to read.  In a specifically Christian sense 

this means that you are grounding your meditation practice in receptive openness to the 

Scriptures.”112  For Origen, this approach to Scripture provides a kind of mirror in which human 

beings can develop along the spiritual path that takes on a three-fold pattern of: learning 

virtue, adopting a right attitude toward natural things, and then ascending to contemplation of 

God.   

As the historical narrative of Christian mysticism continues to unfold, intellectual 

theological developments that become crystalized around Nicene Orthodoxy alter the 

philosophical landscape for contemplatives as a doctrine of creation ex nihilo lifts up an 

unbridgeable divide between God and the human creature.  A God who creates the entire 

cosmos out of nothing speaks again to a divine “otherness” that logically puts the divine ground 

beyond the reach of created being, of creatures.  However, articulated through the most 

mystical of the Cappadocians, Gregory of Nyssa, a Christological reckoning of creation ex nihilo 
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realizes that through the Incarnation, an act of God’s grace, humanity can hope to comprehend 

God, at least in part.  In his work the Life of Moses, Gregory articulates this theology as he 

describes a kind of “downward” spiritual path that leads to uncertainty, unknowability, and 

darkness: “the further the mind advances and the greater and more perfect its attention to, 

and knowledge of, the realm of reality becomes, the nearer, in fact, that it draws close to 

contemplation, so much more is it aware of the unavailability of the divine nature to human 

knowledge.”113  But while this could be uncritically construed as speaking to the vain futility of a 

spiritual journey, Nyssa instead comprehends God’s ultimate unknowability as a source of 

limitless inspiration for those who seek relationship with the Divine, as the spiritual approach to 

God is inherently unending and new discovery in God is by definition inexhaustible.  This 

juxtaposition foreshadows the theological interplay between God’s presence and absence 

(immanence and transcendence) and articulates the contemplative sense of God’s ineffability, 

that cannot be explained through language or fully comprehended by the intellect.   

In the same historical period, (and out of the same circumstances that led to the 

generation of credal statements of the faith), Christianity as a newly legalized and developing 

Roman Imperial religion drives many of those with particular fervor for drawing closer to God 

into the Egyptian Desert to engage in a kind of spiritual ascetic athleticism aimed at doing battle 

with the temptations of the flesh and demonic forces.  Described in Athanasius’ Life of Antony 

and captured by the recorded acts of the Desert Fathers, the Monastic movement of the fourth 

century counter-balances the institution of the Church (which rapidly becomes an instrument of 
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the cultural aristocracy), as an avenue for sincere inner-development through the individual’s 

pursuit of a life of practical piety.114  It is out of this context that Evagrius of Pontus articulates a 

rather “Buddhist-like” understanding of the aim of Christian spiritual life in which the soul is no 

longer disturbed by its passions.  Apatheia, a state of tranquility that enables other-oriented 

love, Evagrius contends, creates the necessary inner-disposition to allow for a detachment from 

the concerns of the world that facilitates the contemplation of God.  And it is through his 

development of a monastic form of silent prayer, a “prayer of the heart”, that Evagrius inspires 

the Father of Western Mysticism, John Cassian.  At the crux of the contemplative understanding 

handed down through Cassian is a shift from defining attributes of God (a cataphatic approach) 

to a mode of contemplative prayer that rests in God’s incomprehensibility (an apophatic 

approach) also known as the via negativa.  For Cassian, becoming immediately available to the 

poverty of spirit by laying aside the riches of thought and imagination, enables a Christian to 

‘journey from the head to the heart’ where God’s presence can be felt and experienced.  

Resting in the presence that fills the tradition with meaning, this contribution to the tradition 

from the Desert Fathers opens up the possibility of recognizing the indwelling of Christ, moving 

and at work in the midst of daily living.   

This move from the Hellenistic attempt to comprehend the divine ground intellectually 

toward a paradigm in which turning off one’s thoughts through silence, stillness, and simplicity 

represents the defining shift for a culture of Christian meditation.  Such a sense of Christ’s 

presence is articulated in the extra-canonical Gospel of Thomas: “I am the light that is over all 
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things.  I am all: From me all has come forth and to me all has reached.  Split the wood; I am 

there.  Lift up the stone, and you will find me there.” (Saying 77)  However, to cultivate such an 

awareness, early Christian mystics recognized the importance of setting aside the discursive, 

thinking mind through a state of prayer that aimed at an affective spirituality through which the 

individual can become a vessel for the flowing of God’s love.  In the twentieth-century, John 

Main, the founder of the World Community for Christian Contemplation, cites the Tenth 

Conference of Cassian as a primary source for the Christian practice of approaching a ‘purity of 

heart’ using a single short phrase, a mantra, to achieve the stillness necessary for contemplative 

prayer.115  Main writes: 

The mystery of our relationship with God is one that embraces such a vast canvas that only by developing 

our capacity for awe-filled and reverential silence will we ever be able to appreciate even a fraction of its wonder.  

We know that God is intimately with us and we know also that he is infinitely beyond us.  It is only through deep 

and liberating silence that we can reconcile the polarities of this mysterious paradox.  And the liberation that we 

experience in silent prayer is precisely liberation from the inevitably distorting effects of language when we begin 

to experience God’s intimate and transcendent dominion within us.116 

Moving forward, the framework for personal and experiential encounter with God 

inherent to a contemplative way, as developed in the Patristic period, is solidified in the 

Western Christian ethos by its most influential thinker, Augustine of Hippo.  Andrew Louth 

notes: “his Confessions are unparalleled in the ancient world for introspective self-scrutiny.  A 

whole new dimension is opened up of introversion and a searching, psychological self-

probing…we find not just Augustine’s thought but the man himself.  This gives to his mystical 
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thought a dimension of inwardness that is often lacking in the writings of the Eastern 

Fathers.”117  Augustine’s journey speaks of the soul’s longing for God and the ways in which our 

loving Creator showers us with the grace of relationship in the midst of our searching.  But, 

Augustine instrumentally articulates that work must be done by the seeker in order to receive 

God’s grace through an approach to spiritual discipline rooted in humility and in purity of 

heart.118  This is important for modern Christianity as it retrieves from the tradition, something 

of the nuanced interplay of works and grace for knowledge of God.   

In a fast-food religious culture of “cheap grace”, wherein verbally confessing the 

Lordship of Christ is often conveyed in Evangelical churches as sufficient for securing an eternal 

life in Paradise, the classical expressions of the need for a “purity of heart” that only comes 

from introspection and committing one’s self to deep inner-spiritual work, may offer up a 

corrective to forms of organized Christianity that ‘save’ souls without transforming persons to 

act as Christ’s Body in the world.  To this end, the contemplatives who shaped early Christian 

thought speak to the effort and intention required on behalf of the human will to prepare for 

the gift of God’s grace made manifest in bridging the gap between the creature and the Creator 

through personal experience.  As Jesus instructs his followers to enter their private room in 

prayer (Matthew 6:6), meditation offers the pilgrim an avenue for verifying the truth of 

Christian faith by experiencing something of the unmediated presence of God.  But perhaps 

most importantly, the Christian contemplative way speaks of meeting Jesus at the center of 
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reality and of finding one’s identity in Christ’s living presence at work in the human heart, a 

living presence that alters perceptions and that transforms lives.   

Contemplative Christian Community 

 The way of the Desert inherently articulates a move toward solitude.  As Jesus 

withdraws to the wilderness after his own baptism to be tested in every way before re-

emerging to begin his public ministry, the early Monastics sought to emulate Christ’s battle 

with the temptations of the ‘flesh’ in private rooms.  Such a solitary, eremitic way of private 

meditation and ascetic living opens a gateway for a kind of self-knowledge rooted in a personal 

relationship with the Teacher, that experiences at its deepest level, a new life in Christ.  

However, a God whose essence is equated with other-oriented love means in translation, that 

there is no mysticism, no way of Christian contemplation without love.  Given the apophatic 

sense of God’s ineffability, the mystic recognizes that God cannot be seen, but that God can be 

loved in caring for one’s neighbor.  As such, growth as a Christian necessarily entails serving and 

being served through inter-dependent relationships in a communal context.  Out of this 

awareness, the cenobitic tradition of monastic life flourishes from out of early Christianity 

through an interplay of meditation upon Scripture (Lectio Divina), devotion to corporate and 

private prayer, and guided community life rooted in service.  From the earliest Western 

monasteries founded by Cassian, Benedict of Nursia would less than a century later, articulate a 

Rule of discipline for the sake of living a life in community where all can grow in love through 

obedience, stability, and conversion of life.   

From out of the ashes of Rome and with a culture clothed in uncertainty, church 

historian Robert Louis Wilken identifies Benedict’s Rule as one of the defining moments for 
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Christianity in the West.119  Providing a practical framework for Christian communal life, the 

Rule articulates how central leadership in monasteries helps to guide lives of prayer and 

meaningful labor.  Such lives of prayer and service would articulate God’s love for the world by 

founding hospitals, universities, and civil service organizations and sustaining institutions of 

stability in the midst of dramatic cultural shifts.  After the Fall of Rome, the hand-written work 

of monks would also serve as the primary conduit for the preservation of classical knowledge 

through their dedication to copying ancient manuscripts for posterity. 

 Moving into the medieval historical period, following the Great Schism which split the 

Eastern and Western churches in 1054, Bernard of Clairvaux further developed the 

contemplative way of the Desert and Benedict’s Rule to articulate a spirituality of personal 

responsibility and of choice.  His work on the soul’s loving journey toward union with Christ 

expresses a practical spirituality lived out in community that describes the inner process of 

growth in God.  In the treatise On Loving God, Bernard describes a four-tiered ascent on 

purifying the nature of love: “(1) the carnal love by which a person loves himself for his own 

sake; (2) the progressive love in which a person loves God but for his own benefit; (3) the free 

love by which a person loves God for God’s sake; and finally (4) the perfect love for which a 

person loves himself only for God’s sake.”120  Bernard’s affective work on a “feeling spirituality” 

sets the stage for later discussions that will flower around how to rightly order Christian love 

and facilitate works that explore the relationship between divine presence and absence, 

correction and consolation, and the balance between a fear of God and the joy of salvation.  
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And in this context, a flourishing, mystical sensibility throughout Western Europe finds form in 

the medieval period: in Germany through Hildegard of Bingen, in Italy through Francis of Assisi 

and Claire, in France through Meister Eckhart, and in England through Julian of Norwich and the 

anonymous author of the Cloud of Unknowing. 

 But perhaps the true high-mark of mystical expression takes form in sixteenth-century 

Spain, through the inspired writings of Ignatius of Loyola, Teresa of Avila and John of the Cross.  

John of the Cross says: “The Father spoke one Word which was His Son, and this Word He 

always speaks in eternal silence, and in silence It must be heard by the soul.”121  This mystical 

understanding of how spiritual knowledge is communicated, lifts up the sense that God is 

already in the seeker, and is realized, not through discursive reasoning, but through receptivity 

and silence.  As Martin Laird clarifies, John of the Cross comes to define deep prayer as a matter 

of learning to focus a self-forgetful gaze upon God in which we: “Preserve a loving attentiveness 

to God with no desire to feel or understand any particular thing concerning God.”122  That is to 

say: learning how to rest in the presence of God, just being, is the essential ground of 

realization for the contemplative.  And as Cynthia Bourgeault writes: “As the eye of the heart 

opens, there is more and more freedom to release the physical traces and simply allow the 

naked immediacy of love to meet heart to heart.”123   

In terms of a practical spirituality, such an opening of the ‘eye of the heart’ is a way of 

seeing the inter-connectivity of beings required for persons to truly flourish in community in 

the midst of real difference.  As famously articulated by Ignatius of Loyola in his development of 
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the Spiritual Exercises, the goal of such spiritual life is, thereby, to come to an awareness of the 

presence of God in all things.  Whether good or bad, pleasant or unpleasant, the contemplative 

aims to comprehend an ever-present God as working in and through all phenomena and 

circumstances of life.  Such an awareness of God’s presence coupled with a spirituality that 

intuits the divine indwelling in others, promotes a kind of experience-oriented consciousness 

that transcends mere doctrinal statements about the nature of God.  As Janet K. Ruffing writes 

in her exploration of an Ignatian Mysticism of Service, Ignatius “exemplifies with extraordinary 

clarity the link between mysticism and action for the good of others—the transformation of 

society as well as of the hearts and minds of individuals.”124  That is to say, the mysticism of 

Ignatius promotes a reaction to the sense of immediate presence of the divine experienced 

through Christian contemplation.  And through his work, a practical program for active 

discipleship still flourishes.  Ruffing summarizes: 

 “Through this retreat process, Ignatius expected the retreatant to experience a mystical transformation 

issuing in a call to apostolic action as a member of the group…Ignatius understood that only God could effect 

human transformation.  He merely tried to organize a set of exercises using all of the available spiritual resources 

he knew to facilitate another’s receiving a similar illumination and call: a sequence of meditations focused on the 

central mysteries of Christian faith and the ministry and teaching of Jesus, which would evoke memory, 

imagination, desire, and reflection, and dispose the person to God’s action.”125 

Contemplation and Contemporary Christian Transformation 

 From out of the fragmentation inherent to the Protestant Reformation and Counter-

Reformation, something of the participatory, renewal movement spirituality of Ignatius is 
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driven underground and largely forgotten in a period of prolonged and significant upheaval in 

the Christian West.  Religious scholar Bruno Barnhart argues that division between Christian 

communities and the eclipse of participatory thought accompany and reinforce one another 

and that the introduction of a Cartesian epistemology in the seventeenth century inevitably 

manifest in the decline of Western Christian contemplation.  Bruno notes: “The modern 

Western person is first and foremost an individual.  In the democratic nation state that issues 

from the Enlightenment (e.g. the United States), the individual is prior to the community, which 

exists, (theoretically, at least) chiefly for the protection of individual rights and the promotion 

of individual well-being.”126  But in the dramatic global upheavals of the twentieth century, the 

sources of the Christian tradition begin to reemerge, re-contextualized in the light of a 

heightened appreciation of the creative capacity of the human creature.  In the tradition of 

Ignatius of Loyola, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin articulates the notion that the success of God’s 

plan for Creation actually depends upon the direct participation of Christians in order to help 

make manifest in communities, God’s intentions for the world.  Arguably the first theologian to 

incorporate a Christian theology consistent with evolutionary science, Teilhard expresses that 

the universe is still expanding, actively becoming, that Creation is still taking place.  Articulating 

a four-step evolutionary process that gives evolution its direction, Teilhard proposes that the 

Law of Attraction-Connection-Complexity-Consciousness describes the developmental arc of 

Creation, moving to higher degrees of complexity in which: “keeping the tip of that 
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evolutionary arrow moving forward and upward becomes a primary aim of contemporary 

spirituality.”127   

Through a Christ-consciousness emerging out of evolutionary complexity that sees God 

in all things, this sense of spirituality can lead the disciple through awareness to an appropriate 

response: joining together with others in Christ’s name to love, know and to serve God’s 

Creation.  Louis M. Savary notes: “Spirit is continually leading the universe toward some more 

spiritual state.  For Teilhard, Jesus is inviting us to join with him in performing his greatest 

miracle of all, that of transforming the world once again, this time with the evolutionary power 

of love.”128  Inviting disciples to play an active role in the “Christ Project”, this evolutionary 

spirituality articulates an active and an ever-becoming notion of Christian faith that “is not a 

one-time event, but an ongoing process through time.”129  As Richard Rohr conveys in the 

Universal Christ, the contemporary contemplative Christian movement is synthesizing Teilhard’s 

theological contributions (and many gleaned from Ignatius and stretching back to the Desert 

Fathers) to articulate again, a sense of God as both personal and universal.  Expressing the 

central ideology of a modern mystical, evolutionary Christianity, Rohr writes: 

 The whole of creation—not just Jesus, is the beloved community, the partner in the divine dance.  

Everything is the “child of God.”  No exceptions.  When you think of it, what else could anything be?  All creatures 

must in some way carry the divine DNA of their Creator.  Unfortunately, the notion of faith that emerged in the 

West was much more a rational assent to the truth of certain mental beliefs, rather than a calm and hopeful trust 

that God is inherent to all things, and that this whole thing is going somewhere good…Faith, hope and love are the 
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very nature of God, and this the nature of all beings…Frankly, Jesus came to show us how to be human much more 

than how to be spiritual, and the process still seems to be in its early stages.”130 

But, for as powerfully hopeful as this evolutionary description of the human capacity to 

participate responsibly in such a “Christ Project” may be, Carl Jung soberly notes: 

“Unfortunately there is no doubt about the fact that man is, as a whole, less good than he 

imagines himself or wants to be.  Everyone carries a shadow, and the less it is embodied in the 

individual’s conscious life, the blacker and denser it is…we carry our past with us…it is necessary 

to find a way in which man’s conscious personality and shadow can live together.”131  However, 

in his seminal work on Centering Prayer, The Human Condition: Contemplation and 

Transformation, Thomas Keating suggests that the expression of human frailty and dark 

emotions through deep and earnest dialogue with God is an integral component in the process 

of a truly contemplative spirituality, writing: “to be really healed requires that we allow our 

dark side to come to full consciousness and then let it go and give it to God.”132  A 

contemplative willingness to embrace the full experiential breadth of a human life thus opens 

the door to a kind of deep transformation wherein confronting even fallenness serves a 

potentially benevolent purpose.  Keating notes: “It is not the feelings that are the problem, but 

what we do with them that matters.  The freedom to deal with them and to confront them with 

reason and faith is what makes us fully human.”133   

As an overarching hermeneutic for interpreting human life, Keating suggests that the 

pathos of the human condition is primarily the experience of living in the absence of our true 
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source of happiness, “which is the experience of the presence of God.”134  Contending that the 

remedy for this ailment is the disciplined development of a theologically contemplative 

awareness through the practice of Centering Prayer, Keating suggests that we have the capacity 

to come to new and deeper levels of self-knowledge.  Through a spiritual comprehension of 

human psychology, he notes: “Emotions are energy.  If they are not processed, they become 

blocks in our bodies and nervous systems to the free flow of our energy systems of grace.”135  

But some emotions and traumas, like strong addictions, are too powerful to overcome by will 

alone.  In some cases, individuals (and even entire nations) have little choice but to accept the 

limits of human ability and to humbly place the weight of a burden before the Lord.  Keating 

writes: “God has not promised to take away our trials, but to help us to change our attitudes 

toward them.  That is what holiness really is.  In this life, happiness is rooted in our basic 

attitude toward reality.”136  Articulating a similar contemplative framework for processing 

emotion, Richard Rohr writes: “When you can honor and receive your own moment of sadness 

or fullness as a gracious participation in the eternal sadness or fullness of God, you are 

beginning to recognize yourself as a participating member of this one universal Body.  You are 

moving from I to We.”137   

However, while both Rohr and Keating lift up the imperative of human agency in 

manners of psychological and spiritual development, it is important to note that what makes 

the contemplative endeavor genuinely Christian, rests in the cultivation of a kind of experiential 
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awareness that is ultimately beyond the power of the creature to control.  The contemplative 

path is largely an exercise in self-emptying in order to make room for the Holy to move in the 

creature as it will.  By travelling inward to the spaces that hold the unprocessed memories of 

one’s deepest traumas and unresolved hurts, one also approaches the inner-most core of an 

identity that transcends any such trauma and hurt.  Beyond the egoic identification with the 

particularities of an individual experience and on a profoundly experiential level, deeper than 

intellectual comprehension, a contemplative understanding of reality is one that recognizes 

that suffering is in no way outside of a God who has handed Himself over to death upon a cross.  

Therefore, in its essence, Christian contemplation takes root in a way of being that wills to 

mimic Christ’s own kenotic example, to hand over the self through silence and stillness to the 

one who at the same time is infinitely greater than we and yet who dwells in the inner-most 

recesses of our truest selves.  With this disposition, the contemplative creates space for God to 

work.  And as Sarah Coakley helpfully interjects, “there is a subtle sliding scale here: one starts 

from practice one might be tempted to regard as entirely self-propelled, but they are joined 

over time by practices that involve deeper and more demanding response to divine grace and 

that uncover by degrees the implications of our fundamental reliance on that grace as initiated 

in baptism.  In short, Christian practices do not happen on a flat plane.”138   

This interplay of a BOTH/AND approach to spiritual development articulates well, the 

relationship between action and contemplation, wherein initiative may be best defined as the 

pilgrim’s earnest effort to cultivate receptivity toward the manifestation of an experiential 

encounter of inspiration and of realization that ultimately rests with God’s volition.  Thomas 
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Merton adds: “When we act according to grace, our actions are not ours alone, they belong to 

God.  If we follow them to their source, we will become at least potentially capable of an 

experience of God.  For His actions in us reveal His being in us.  The whole of life is to 

spiritualize our activities by humility with faith, to silence our nature by charity.  To go out of 

ourselves is to act at the very summit of our being, not moved by our own nature but moved by 

God who is at once infinitely above us and who yet dwells in the depths of our being.”139   

Looking Forward 

In light of this discussion, it is evident that a long-standing, and an authentically rooted, 

tradition of Christian mysticism does indeed exist indigenous to Christian identity.  However, 

three primary stumbling blocks that must be skillfully addressed to effectively argue for a 

contemplative revolution in the Christian mainline are: perceptions about the roots and 

historical place of Christian meditation, the nuanced relationship between 

personal/experiential encounters with the Holy and corporate identity/worship, and theological 

questions around the limits of personal developmental works in a Christological worldview 

ultimately steered by divine grace.  In a post-Christian age of globalization and marketplace 

religion, many assume that meditation in a church manifests as the unorthodox result of 

bending to culture; wherein catering to secularized spiritualism, influenced by Far Eastern 

practices inherently foreign to the historical Christian experience, results in a form of 

syncretism that undermines the unique truth-claims of God in Christ.  Historical analysis of 

Christian history, however, demonstrates that contemplative practices and the role of 

meditation in prayer is firmly footed in the tradition since the time of the Desert Fathers.  From 
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the likes of: Origin, Gregory of Nyssa, Evagrius and Cassian, articulated through Augustine and 

later by John of the Cross and Ignatius (among many others), silent prayer has played an 

instrumental role in shaping the theological understandings of key voices in the Christian 

tradition.  Given this, a robust program of historical education is important for addressing 

misconceptions about Christian contemplation in order to create the appropriate conditions for 

the development of a Christ-centered sense of silence, stillness, and simplicity in prayer for 

modern Christians.   

Likewise, in order to counter-balance the individualism that often attracts spiritual 

seekers to meditation, a strong preaching and teaching commitment must accompany 

programs of contemplation that lifts up a theology of the ‘Body of Christ’ (and to that end, the 

corporate experience of monastic communities) that models how personal growth and 

introspection can facilitate the flourishing of Christian communities that engage the larger 

world.  It is here however, where contemplative practice may serve modern Christians most 

effectively.  By cultivating the ability to identify the presence of God in all things (and in all 

people) a contemplative perspective lends itself to overcoming the culturally dominant 

Cartesian identification with the thinking self in a manner that instead comprehends ontology 

as a matter of God’s indwelling in the human person.  From this place, contrasting truth claims 

(whether over politics, economics, or even theology) lose their importance as disciples learn to 

model inner-lives of deep surrender and to identify the self in Christ over the self in ego.   

But perhaps most importantly, a program of Christian contemplation must be directed 

with careful attention to articulating the appropriate relationship between personal works and 

the grace of God.  While communities flourish through shared beliefs easily articulated in 
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creeds and mission statements, much of the contemplative way leads toward apophatic 

conceptions of divinity.  As Christians move inward and develop sensibilities for experiencing 

the vastness of Creation and the ever-presence of the Divine in it, many discover that it 

becomes more difficult to define God and “Truth” in succinct linguistic terms.  While 

contemplatives across religions speak of ‘unitive’ experiences, wherein the inter-connectedness 

of all life reshapes individual consciousness, the Judeo-Christian context is one in which 

humanity exists as the progeny of a God fundamentally beyond the grasp of any human being.  

This creates an unresolvable tension for the contemplative that calls one to ultimately rest in 

the sovereignty of an inscrutable Creator who is only ever revealed in part, who draws 

creatures further into mystery over the course of an individual’s spiritual journey.  More simply 

stated: for all of the inner-work that a person can do, God is still God and the pilgrim is not.  As 

Thomas Merton prayerfully expresses in his Thoughts in Solitude: 

My Lord God, I have no idea where I am going.  I do not see the road ahead of me.  I cannot know myself, 

and the fact that I think I am following your will does not mean that I am actually doing so.  But I believe that the 

desire to please you does in fact please you.  And I hope I have that desire in all that I am doing.  I hope that I will 

never do anything apart from that desire.  And I know that if I do this you will lead me by the right road, though I 

may know nothing about it.  Therefore, I will trust you always though I may seem to be lost and in the shadow of 

death.  I will not fear, for you are ever with me, and you will never leave me to face my perils alone. 

As articulated in this discussion, much can be gleaned for modern Christians by 

considering the contemplative history of the tradition and the instruction of its mystical 

thinkers as disciples look toward the future of the faith in a post-Christian world.  By offering up 

pathways for deep personal transformation and healing in Christ, and by equipping disciples 

with practices to aid in the cultivation of spiritual awareness that transforms the perceived 
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experience of life in the world, contemplative Christian practices may hold a key to future 

vitality for the ongoing evolution of Christ’s Body alive and at work in the world.  Combating the 

destructive doctrine of the contemporary person’s identification with the thinking self as the 

existential watermark of being, contemplative Christianity offers the boon of an approach to 

God and to others clothed with a humbly reverential sense of unknowing that makes room for 

differences of opinion (differences that pale in comparison to collective union in the Divine).  

With the capacity to articulate a Christ-soaked worldview reconciled with evolutionary science, 

Christian contemplatives are poised to co-create with God, communities capable of listening to 

one another and to the Holy Spirit, communities capable of acting in accordance with Christ’s 

teachings in a manner that transform lives for the better…here…and now. 

Having considered the arc of Christian thought from an external investigation of 

predominant cultural factors effecting theological movements over the course of its history, 

and having now explored the traditions inherent to the faith for engaging the internal 

mechanisms at work for cultivating deeper receptivity to Christ, this discussion now turns 

toward emerging scientific discoveries that verify the implied connections between an 

evolution of Christian consciousness and the role of meditation in the endeavor surveyed thus 

far.  Through an ever-expanding field of interest and inquiry, neuroscientists have begun to 

compile research that persuasively demonstrates the dramatic effects that programs of 

meditation have on the brain.  Particularly in light of the phenomenon of neuroplasticity, 

scientists now know that the brain is re-shaped over time through human effort and that ‘mind’ 

(and therefore behavior) can be dramatically transformed through contemplative practice.  

With a case presented for an evolutionary theology (informed by process thought), that lifts up 
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the central importance of the conscious agent’s role in effecting Teilhard’s teleological concept 

of noogenesis moving toward Christogenesis, neuroscientific conversations on the topic of how 

cultivating the brain through contemplative practice helps the conscious agent to “evolve” 

speaks invitingly to the intrinsic connection between Christian formation and conscious effort.  

As such, this conversation now turns toward the burgeoning fields of neuroscience and 

neurotheology. 
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CHAPTER THREE: Neuroscience and Meditation 
 

Connecting Dots 

As creatures whose ongoing development invites us toward ever-increasing levels of 

cognitive and spiritual illumination, a historical threshold has been crossed in humanity’s ability 

to reflect upon the scientific mechanics at play in a variety of religious practices.  Without 

nullifying the experiential force of religious sensibility, the science of our time, instead, offers 

bilateral conversation that contextualizes religious belief and religious experience by helping us 

to better understand the biological underpinnings of what we sense and feel.  Through brain 

imaging techniques and controlled experimentation, we now have access to empirical data and 

technical language for better comprehending what happens to our physical bodies when we’re 

engaged in various forms of prayer and ritual.  And, in the rapidly expanding field of 

neuroscience, researchers are coming to better understand how the brain processes 

information and both shapes (and is shaped by) our experiences of the world in a manner that 

lifts up the importance of each individual’s effort in curating a healthy perspective and 

worldview.   

The central role of organized religion and of personal spirituality in aiding the cultivation 

of a sense of purpose and meaning in life for persons and social bodies, therefore, may speak to 

the biological utility of belief (present independent of the truth or falsity of any given set of 

metaphysical propositions).  As Andrew Newburg notes: “As far as mechanical functioning of 

the brain is concerned, it doesn’t matter whether God is physically, mentally, or spiritually real.  

It only matters whether the concept is useful for survival, and since notions of spiritual realms 

have permeated cultural history, this suggests that religion has played an important role in 
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helping people cope with their lives.”140  The ability to monitor emotions, to relate to others, 

and to cognitively adapt to changing circumstances, plays a key role in the survival and in the 

flourishing of the human creature; and in an expanding and an evolving creation, the human 

brain has developed over time to make the Teilhardian leap from complexity to consciousness 

through adaptations that expand our capacities for religious thought, emotional regulation, and 

social cohesion.   

Longtime director of Harvard’s Study of Adult Development, George E. Vaillant notes:  

“Once we recognize that spirituality has a biological basis, we realize that we must have evolved 

toward spirituality.”141  And it is in the spirit of this curiosity, seeking out the embedded and 

embodied purpose of human spirituality, that neuroscientists like Andrew Newburg, Malcom 

Jeeves, Yi-Yuan Yang, and others, have dedicated their careers toward investigating what occurs 

electro-chemically in the brain when we engage in religious and spiritual practice.  Harkening 

back to the internal “radial” evolution of consciousness envisioned in the work of Teilhard de 

Chardin, the following discussion aims to build upon the framework for an evolutionary 

theology mirrored in the evolution of the human brain itself, realized through contemplative 

Christian practice, and validated by serious scientific inquiry. 

Of particular interest to this research, initial findings on the effects of meditation on the 

brain, in controlled experiments through fMRI imaging, SPECT scans and other instruments for 

measuring cognitive activity, invites further consideration over how Christian contemplative 

practice may facilitate Christian formation in ways that significantly impact transformation in 
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discipleship in neurologically verifiable ways.  By considering an overview of the human brain 

and its evolution (appropriate in scope to the nature of this research), this chapter will 

investigate how specific parts of the brain are thought to work together to produce particular 

capacities in human beings that reflect both the evolutionary arc of development that makes us 

unique from other creatures on earth, and that predisposes us as a species toward religious 

belief and spiritual practice.  Locating the biological structures that give form to metaphysical 

sensibilities when people have religious experiences, the conversation will engage the evolution 

of understandings about the nature and the location of the human soul and consider how we 

are “wired” to perceive ourselves both distinct from, and connected to, one another and to the 

Divine.  In the context of scientific theories about the origin and the seat of consciousness, the 

inextricable links now comprehended to exist between the body and the brain, and between 

the brain and the mind, will also encourage a critical exploration of gnostic and classical 

thoughts on dualism in the discussion that follows. 

Brain science may also help us to better understand some of the shortcomings of faith, 

as we consider how primitive mechanisms in the brain that have helped us to survive and to 

evolve also predispose us toward aggression and tribalism.  With respect to Christian formation, 

this may shed helpful light on questions over the problem of evil and why confessed people of 

faith (and Christians specifically) don’t do more to affect justice and mercy in the world.  Invited 

to consider how behavior is influenced and shaped from a neuroscientific perspective, this 

discussion will look toward the implied role played by mindfulness practices for facilitating 

transformations unaccomplished by intellectual assents to theological propositions alone.  Such 

an approach calls upon the hermeneutic established in previous discussion for engaging 
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theology and discipleship from a participative and a co-creative point of process; and assumes 

that the naturally evolving capacities of our brains (from a faith perspective) equip us for our 

active individual and collective roles in the Christification of all Creation.  Lifting up studies that 

identify electrical and blood flow activity enhanced during religious experience (and specifically 

contemplative practice), this discussion will, therefore, consider from a scientifically informed 

perspective, the warrants for taking a program of Christian meditation seriously as a tool for 

spiritual formation. 

This discussion will, however, also consider the explanatory limitations inherent to 

scientific fields in their infancies like neuroscience and neurotheology.  The ability to fully 

pinpoint functions and behaviors in specific parts of the brain has been challenged by the 

complexity of the brain itself (often called in neuroscientific circles: “the most complex device in 

the known universe”).  And sceptics like Matthew Cobb, attest that: “Despite a solid bedrock of 

understanding, we have no clear comprehension about how billions, or millions, or thousands, 

or even tens of neurons work together to produce the brain’s activity.”142  As such, no 

empirically absolute or definitively convincing findings sufficiently explain the inner-mechanics 

of religious experience or the efficacy of meditation on spiritual or social health.  However, 

enough data does exist to support arguments in favor of seriously considering the role that 

religious practice plays in shaping persons and groups, particularly in light of findings around 

the phenomenon of neuroplasticity.  As our brains continue to change and to evolve over the 

course of our lifetimes, our capacities for generating new neurons and for facilitating their 

connections speaks to the brain as “a dynamic place, influenced by every thought that we have, 
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every challenge we face, every new perspective we hear, and every habit we create.”143  Given 

the plasticity of the brain, cultivating an awareness of our own mental states and the 

perspectives through which we engage the world invites the particiaption of every person in 

the promotion of individual and collective flourishing.   

As perception colors and shapes reality, cultivating the ability to engage the world with 

calm and in cooperation with others through deliberate practices that positively influence the 

brain, may contain something of the key to motivating empathetic and altruistic action that can 

alter the inter-personal and larger social dynamics at play on a global scale.  Married to a 

religious practice, the ability to order, and to re-order when in distress, one’s inner-world 

through a meaningful meta-perspective speaks to the survival value of belief systems that invite 

us to grow as individuals and to function more effectively in communities.  To this, 

neuropsychologist Rick Hansen writes: “Because of all the ways your brain changes its 

structure, your experience matters beyond its momentary, subjective impact.  It makes 

enduring changes in the physical tissue of your brain which affect your well-being, functioning, 

and relationships.  Based on science, this is a fundamental reason for being kind to yourself, 

cultivating wholesome experiences, and taking them in.”144  Considering the role that each of us 

plays in cultivating our own experiences of the world through the neuroplastic qualities of our 

ever-evolving perspectives, this conversation now turns to an exploration of how 

neuroscientists currently understand the structures and functions of various components of the 

brain.   
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An Overview of Neuroanatomy and Brain Function 

 From the outside looking in, the pinkish beige three-pound mass of fat and water in the 

human skull covered with ridges and grooves encases the dynamic mystery and complexity of 

the human person.  Manifesting elaborate structures that provide human beings with unique 

capacities, the brain also serves as a reminder of our humble beginnings; as it reveals evidence 

in its component parts of our evolutionary journey up the creaturely ladder to consciousness.  

Starting in 1665, with the work of Danish anatomist Nicolaus Steno, an approach to 

understanding the brain as a machine (whose component parts can be taken apart and studied) 

has led to conceptions of the brain as a hydraulic device, a clock, or more recently a computer.  

In his 2020 work The Idea of the Brain, Matthew Cobb traces the trajectory of scientific 

understandings of the brain, noting nineteenth century analogies of the organ to a kind of 

telegraph network with its nerves responding to electrical stimulation alongside more 

contemporary connections to the idea of the brain as a processor with its feedback loops, 

information codes, and computation.145  But, Cobb suggests that such metaphors may be 

unhelpful for comprehending the organic nature of the brain, which is neither a computer nor a 

clock.  Citing the propensity of neuroscientists to lean heavily on the definitive answers offered 

up by proposing strict localized function for various brain activities, Cobb paints a more 

complex picture of the current landscape; writing “Brains unlike any machine, have not been 

designed.  They are organs that have evolved for over five hundred million years, so there is 

little or no reason to expect they truly function like the machines we create.”146  Without a 
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working “Grand Unified Theory” of the brain available, and given the incomprehensible 

complexity of the organ, Cobb suggests of the brain: “the four most important words in science 

are: We do not know.”147  While grounding an analysis of the brain and its structures in 

consideration of Cobb’s reticence to jump to definitive conclusions about the intricacies of its 

inner-workings, we can still learn a great deal about how we function by understanding the 

basic structures and the evolution of the human brain. 

 From an evolutionary perspective, the human brain has developed along a neuroaxis, 

and scientists espouse different paradigms for categorizing the precise components of each 

evolutionary stage of brain development.  One approach, conceived as a “top down” model by 

Paul MacLean in the 1960’s, envisions the evolution of the brain as unfolding through a triune 

set of complexes originating with the reptilian faculties of our brain stems, ascending upward 

through our emotionally laden limbic circuitry and giving way to our neocortical structures 

(including the prefrontal cortex that facilitates consciousness and makes us uniquely human).148  

Life-sustaining functions, like breathing and heart rate, are regulated in the reptilian brain 

structures of the cerebellum (largely responsible for our sense of balances) and the brain stem.  

From the circuitry of the paleomammalian brain housed within the cerebrum above the brain 

stem, the next complex to develop (the limbic structure), is typically thought to be the seat of 

our responses to external and internal stimuli and the system through which emotions are 

generated and modulated.  Playing a crucial role in determining what is and is not real and 
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helping to give emotional meaning to our thoughts, the thalamus serves as the “Grand Central 

Station” of sensory processing in our limbic systems.149   

Other key components of this system include: the basil ganglia (involved with rewards 

and stimulation), the hippocampus (instrumental in forming new memories and threat 

detection), the amygdala (the alarm bell that particularly responds to negative and emotionally 

charged stimuli), the hypothalamus (regulating primal drives like sex and hunger) and the 

pituitary glands (which make endorphins and triggers stress hormones).150  Of these systems 

together, Curt Thompson notes: “The neurons of the brain stem and limbic circuitry do not 

involve conscious mental activity.  They generate sensations and activity that do not translate 

directly into thought and feelings that we “know that we know.”  Instead they both monitor 

and create impulses that are directed to many other regions of the brain, most notably the 

cortex, which does register consciousness that we are sensing “something” and triggers action, 

whether mental or physical.”151   

Emerging from the seat of unconscious instincts and behaviors, our neocortex has 

evolved to give us our senses of self and the world, and our ability to process and interpret 

information.  In addition to the pre-frontal cortex that helps to guide and limit our limbic 

system, this system also houses the anterior cingulate cortex (a region instrumental for 

steadying attention and integrating thoughts and feelings) along with the insula (that senses 

the internal state of the body).  This most recently evolved part of our brain is divided into four 

lobes and separated down the mid-line by a fibrous collection of nerve bundles (the corpus 
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callosum) into a left and a right hemisphere.  In popular neuropsychology, it is often suggested 

that the left-brain speaks to the methodical and analytical dimensions of personality, while the 

right-brain caters to creative and artistic expressions.  Cobb, however, is critical to this view 

citing that: “in reality, with the exception of language in the left hemisphere and a tendency for 

emotional responses to be the responsibility of the right hemisphere, there are no clear 

fundamental differences in the functions of the two sides of the brain.”152  It has been noted in 

the treatment of epilepsy, however, that the left and the right hemispheres are unable to 

communicate with one another when the corpus callosum has been severed.153  It is important 

to note that while certain components of the brain (like the corpus callosum) have well 

documented, specific and localized functions, neuroscientists note the remarkable capacity of 

the brain to generate compensatory networks for functionality when specific areas are 

damaged.  This phenomenon nuances the utility of attempting to pinpoint many brain 

functions, as both compensation and redundancy in multiple parts speak to the incredible 

complexity of the organ.   

Within the brain itself, billions of neurons each with its own axon pathway to send 

information (insulated by myelin sheaths) and multiple web-like dendrites to receive 

information, radiate electrical energy across synaptic junctions supported by nutrient-rich glial 

cells.  The cell bodies of these neurons make up the gray matter in our brains, and when 

neurons fire they release neurochemicals that either excite (glutamate) or inhibit (GABA) other 

neurons.  And as the neuroscientific axiom derived from the 1949 work of Donald Hebb 
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revealed, it is noted that “neurons that fire together, wire together.”  As Thompson explains: 

“neurons that repeatedly activate in a particular pattern are statistically more likely to fire in 

that same pattern the more they are activated.”154  This phenomenon speaks to the 

neuroplasticity of the brain as new neuronal connections can be made and strengthened 

throughout the human lifespan, while old connections can weaken and atrophy from 

correspondingly “firing apart and wiring apart.”  Together with neuromodulators (like 

serotonin, dopamine, norepinephrine and acetylcholine), neuropeptides and other 

neurochemicals, it is theorized that the feeling tones that we experience via our limbic system 

(and specifically the amygdala) largely dictate the sensate qualities of our experiences on pre-

conscious levels.   

From a point of generalization, it is thought that initially unconscious cues from the 

limbic circuitry modulating emotion, either soothe or jar our brain-body connection in the 

autonomic nervous system (ANS).  Influenced significantly and directly by mental activity, when 

we are alarmed, our sympathetic nervous system (SNS) releases stress hormones into our 

bloodstream and prepares us for fight or flight in moments of crisis.  Contrastingly, when we 

feel at ease, our parasympathetic nerve system (PNS) is activated in a manner that releases 

calming neurotransmitters, tilting our emotional constitution toward senses of inner-peace and 

wellbeing.  Neuropsychologist Rick Hansen suggests that: “What flows through your attention 

sculpts your brain.  Therefore, controlling your attention may be the single most effective way 

to shape your brain, and thus your mind.”155  In consideration of the impact that mental activity 
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is perceived to play on the autonomic nervous system, it is therefore well worth considering 

what neuroscientists studying our ability to influence and even to control our emotional 

reactions have to say about how: by changing our minds, we can change our brains. 

The Neuroscience of Mindfulness 

 With a research staff at the University of Pennsylvania and the Center for Spirituality 

and the Mind, Andrew Newberg and Mark Robert Waldman are currently studying advanced 

meditators from various faith traditions in order to map neurochemical changes influenced by 

spiritual and religious practices.  Discovering that for meditators, concepts of God tend to find 

expression in feelings rather than in ideas and that meditation appears to activate the “newer” 

and higher functions of the brain while decreasing the impact of more primitive mechanisms in 

our “old” reptilian brains, Newberg and Waldman have shared their work in: How God Changes 

Your Brain: Breakthrough Findings from a Leading Neuroscientist.  Their research has led to the 

following conclusions:  

1. Each part of the brain constructs a different perception of God 

2. Every human brain assembles its perceptions of God in uniquely different ways, thus giving God different 

qualities of meaning and value. 

3. Spiritual practices, even when stripped of religious beliefs, enhance the neural functioning of the brain in 

ways that improve physical and emotional health. 

4. Intense, long term contemplation of God and other spiritual values appears to permanently change the 

structure of those parts of the brain that control our moods, give rise to our conscious notions of self, and 

shape our sensory perception of the world. 
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5. Contemplative practice strengthens a specific neurological circuit that generates peacefulness, social 

awareness, and compassion for others.156 

As a stress reliever, the researchers propose that meditation can aid in the health of neurons 

and in the prevention of their natural deterioration with age by both facilitating calmer 

cognitive states and by stimulating activity in the prefrontal cortex.157  By strengthening neural 

circuits in the brain, meditation may (as such) preserve memory and cognitive skills.  But, 

perhaps most compelling in Newberg and Waldman’s research is the discovery of evidence 

through fMRI imaging that has led them to theorize that the increase of electrical activity in the 

anterior cingulate cortex present in experienced meditators, (a region thought to influence 

empathy, intuition and social awareness) dramatically re-shapes the brain of those who 

practice, by strengthening neural pathways that produce positive emotional states and activate 

the parasympathetic nervous system.  At the same time, their research also indicates that a 

significant decrease in activity in the parietal lobes (believed to provide us with our sense of self 

and our relation to other objects) facilitates the senses of unity and connectedness 

characteristic of contemplative experience across cultures.158  According to their research 

findings, the stimulation of the anterior cingulate in meditation facilitates the ability to 

experience God as loving and compassionate (at least in part) by suppressing activity in the 

amygdala (which produces feelings of anxiety, guilt, fear and anger).  Of the more recently 

evolved anterior cingulate, the authors write: “it connects our emotions with our cognitive 

skills, playing a crucial role in emotional self-control, focused problem solving, and error 
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recognition.  Most importantly, it integrates the activity of different parts of the brain in a way 

that allow self-consciousness to emerge, especially as it applies to how we see ourselves in 

relation to the world.”159   

As a richly connected circuit bridging the limbic system and the frontal lobe, Newberg 

and Waldman propose that the anterior cingulate acts as a fulcrum between the old and the 

new brain, wherein, like a seesaw, increased activity in one system marks the decrease in 

activity of the other.  As such, the ability to regulate primal emotions through reason, enhanced 

in meditation generates cognitive patterns; where in Hebbian terms neurons fire together and 

wire together in a manner that strengthens the effects over time.  These changes in brain 

chemistry seem to suggest that meditation makes people more compassionate, less reactive, 

and more connected to others.  The authors explain: “In meditation as in therapy, we learn to 

watch our negativity and not react to it.  In the process, we train the brain to remain calm even 

in the face of adversity…But perhaps most important, it trains the mind to become less 

attached to its own desires, attachments and beliefs.  When this happens, the way we see 

ourselves and the world will change.”160 

 In similar studies, neuroscientist and developer of the mindfulness program known as 

Integrative Body Mind Training, Yi-Yuan Tang has investigated the relationship between 

enhanced attention control, improved emotion regulation and altered self-awareness 

characteristic of meditation practice.  Noting the central role of the anterior cingulate cortex at 

work in meditation, Tang specifically analyzes the experiential quality of mindfulness; citing the 
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2011 work of Gunaratana, he writes: “When you first become aware of something, there is a 

fleeting instant of pure awareness just before you conceptualize the thing, before you identify 

it.  That flowing, soft-focused moment of awareness is mindfulness.”161 Tang contrasts the 

sense of unmitigated direct experience and presence inherent to a state of mindfulness with 

both “mind-fullness” (in which a constant collection of information bombards the conscious 

and unconscious mind alike) and “mindlessness” (as automatic and habitual response to 

external stimuli without conscious awareness involvement).162   

Proposing a specific field of inquiry, Mindfulness Neuroscience, of particular interest to 

Tang is the implementation of methodological quality controls that account for longitudinal 

studies over lifespans to better track the effects of meditation over time in controlled 

populations.  Current sample sizes are small in this field of study, and Tang notes that results 

could very well be skewed as: “it is possible that there are pre-existing differences in the brains 

of meditators, which might be linked to their interest in meditation, expectancy, personality, 

and other factors.”163  This subtle but significant recognition speaks significantly to underlying 

motivations at work in programs of meditation.  Whether or not a person is pre-disposed to 

consciously interrupt pessimistic thoughts and feelings genetically, or through environmental 

factors, may impact an individual’s draw to mindfulness practice; but brain imaging techniques 

still invite controlled occasions for the collection of data when a subject enters a meditative 

state, wherein both electrical and blood flow activity can be observed both before and during 
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meditation.  Of interest to this line of analysis is that, while some individuals may have 

biologically strong connections in the anterior cingulate circuit, (that give them exceptional 

attention control, self-awareness, and emotional regulation) the available scientific data 

appears to indicate that these capacities can be developed and strengthened over time, even 

when a person is not genetically pre-disposed toward these attributes, through conscious effort 

in meditation that activates and creates neural pathways in the anterior cingulate.  These 

findings convey significant hope for the possibility of natural and effective treatment for mood 

disorders, substance abuse, PTSD, and schizophrenia.   

 At the core of the observed connection between meditation and increased activity in 

the circuitry of the anterior cingulate, neuroscientific research speaks to the body’s role in 

mindfulness.  The role of the insula in the ACC circuit activated by meditation provides 

additional insight into the mechanisms at work.  The insula is thought to be instrumental in our 

ability to make sense of our emotional and physical states.  An awareness of how one “feels” is 

called interoception; and the capacity to make determinations about physical and emotional 

states is imperative for effective self-regulation and in how we react to emotional and physical 

stimuli.  Kelly Maher writes: “Interoceptive awareness refers to the ability to feel the inside of 

our body with a high degree of clarity and purpose.  Good IA involves clearly sensing the signals 

coming from our internal organs, skin and tissues and understanding what these signals 

mean.”164  While it may seem obvious that we know when we thirst and when we hunger, or 

when we burn our hand on a hot stove, we may be far less adept in recognizing when we’re 

angry, jealous, or nervous.  But neuroscience directs us to recognize that emotions, like physical 
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sensations, manifest in the body.  The autonomic nervous system (ANS) and the central nervous 

system (CNS) marry the brain and the body biochemically and electrically through the exchange 

of signals that can either calm or alarm.  And when we aren’t aware of how we interpret 

thoughts and feelings or react to stimuli without mindful consideration, we can make ourselves 

sick by keeping the brain and the body on “high alert” through the sympathetic nervous system 

(SNS).  But, as Tang notes: “When we calm down from stress, we are shifting our nervous 

system to the relaxation and calm state known as parasympathetic dominance.  In this state, 

our minds are more open and clear, our heart rate slows, breath deepens, and our muscles 

relax, which can release the rooted stress and tension.”165  This becomes all the more relevant 

for us when considered in concert with Newberg and Waldman’s theory that the circuitry of the 

anterior cingulate (ACC) acts as a fulcrum regulating activity between the frontal lobe and the 

limbic system.   

Without an ability to critically assess sensations (either mental or physical), without 

interoceptive awareness, the limbic system can run rough shod over our lives.  But given the 

autonomic nervous system’s susceptibility to mental activity, the conscious agent can activate 

the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) through mindfulness and meditation.  Rick Hansen 

adds: “Deliberately feeling safer helps the hardwired tendency to look for and overreact to 

threats.”166  Thus, working to integrate and to modulate the thinking and the feeling centers of 

the brain, (primarily overseen in the circuitry of the ACC) enables a person to both properly 

identify sensate information and to make conscious choices over how to react to that 
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information.  Cultivating such an ability to control the effects of the limbic system manifests in 

the human person as a state of equanimity, wherein one learns not to react to reactions.  This is 

a state often associated with Buddhist philosophy and meditation practices.  As feeling tones 

come and go, the experienced meditator learns not to attach (or to get hooked by) chasing 

thoughts and feelings that arise in the mind.   

Rick Hansen presents a compelling conversation around the biological factors at work in 

chasing (particularly negative) thoughts and feelings.  As our ancestors had to be able to react 

to the rustling of leaves in an instant to avoid being eaten, we have evolved to respond to 

threats in the environment.  Our limbic system has enabled us to survive as a species by 

triggering our SNS to fight or to flee danger before our conscious minds have the time to assess 

scenarios.  But as we have continued to evolve, our reptilian hardwiring continues to produce 

the consequence of pre-disposing us toward negative emotions and aggressive reactions.  We 

simply pay more attention to negative experiences by default.167   Hansen considers this 

encoding in the context of how our brains constantly run simulations as our minds wander in 

default mode.  Like athletes honing our skillsets through exercise and repetition, our brains run 

simulations constantly to prepare us for action.  We rehearse scenarios in our minds of things 

that never actually take place, but: “the simulator pulls you out of the moment, plus it sets you 

chasing pleasures that aren’t that great and resisting pains that are exaggerated or not even 

real.”168  Learning how to resist the pull of the countless simulations that run in our heads, that 

can unconsciously stimulate in us limbic reactions that activate the SNS, is a perceived key 
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benefit of strengthening the ACC circuitry through mindfulness and meditation.  When 

something occurs (whether real or imagined) that captures our attention, our ability to regulate 

our response to the stimulus, to engage our thoughts and feelings with self-awareness, 

determines what we make of it.  And as the underlying premise of neuroplasticity articulates to 

us through the Hebbian axiom, the neural pathways that we cultivate through practice 

strengthen as they wire and fire together. 

Neurotheology 

 Taking stock of the basic functions of the brain in relation to how we act and react as 

creatures in the world, this conversation now turns toward the intersection of Christian beliefs 

about God and the human person in light of neuroscience.  As an emerging subdiscipline in an 

ever-expanding field, neurotheology: “is a field of study that seeks to draw conclusions about 

the truth of religious claims from the study of biological brain events.”169  Investigating the 

relationship between the brain and theology prompts questions about the plausibility of a 

variety of religious dogmas while also offering up new and inviting ways to expand the 

vocabulary for articulating theological propositions.  In his 2018 work Neurotheology: How 

Science Can Enlighten Us About Spirituality, Andrew Newberg addresses the rationale for this 

new interdisciplinary science writing:  

We have a brain and body that are deeply tied to our mental processes—our thoughts, feelings, and experiences—

but these mental processes represent a subjective mind that feels like it is more than merely a collection of 

neurotransmitters and electrical signals in the body.  Whether there is a mind or consciousness that actually 
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extends beyond the brain is another story.  Neurotheological studies of altered states of consciousness associated 

with spiritual practices might shed new light on the mind-brain relationship.170 

Trapped in the ‘happy prisons’ of our brains, with imperfect memory and cognition, 

limited in perspective and blinded by our cognitive biases: How do we go about perceiving 

beyond ourselves and how do we critically assess our own inner states?  Perhaps answers reside 

in understanding the relationship between the mind and the brain.  Beginning in the 1970s with 

the work of psychologist and anthropologist Eugene d’Aquili, Newberg explores the modern 

development of neurotheology by citing: “the evolutionary development in the size and 

complexity of the frontal and parietal lobes of Neanderthals as being associated with the first 

burials of the dead.”171  As the evolution of the frontal lobe is part of what makes us uniquely 

human, its role in cognition and executive function speaks in tandem with the spatial sense of 

self promoted in the parietal lobes as giving us a notion of space/time…a sense of the future.  

From a neurotheological perspective, religion may arise out of the birth of our concept of a 

tomorrow and the need to make sense and order out of an environment that calls us beyond 

the demands of the immediate, beyond our experience of the moment.  With the rise of 

consciousness, and at the point wherein consciousness becomes aware of itself, the idea of 

ceasing to exist at a point in the future may overwhelm the human creature and promote deep 

feelings of futility that can compromise the drive to persist and pose a threat to survival.  To 

this Newberg notes: “Coping is related to the notion of religious well-being and it is something 

that can contribute to that well-being.  Religious coping is often cited by individuals as crucial 

for their ability to deal with issues and crises throughout life…Through religious coping, 
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individuals can put their suffering in perspective and can deal with that suffering in a more 

adaptive manner.”172  As a coping mechanism, religious belief (and perhaps more specifically 

belief in an afterlife) can therefore give an individual and a social body an adaptive advantage 

for survival and flourishing through meaning-making and the cultivation of a sense of ultimate 

purpose.  To this, Newberg and Waldman add: “Faith in an optimistic future may be a placebo, 

but it’s important to remember that placebos can cure, on average, 30 percent of most physical 

and emotional diseases.  Even irrational belief in a cure that has not been proven can 

significantly boost the body’s immune system when dealing with a deadly disease.”173    

 While a neurotheological explanation for the biological utility of religious belief may 

seem to reduce concepts of God to a crutch, the possibility that human beings have been 

hardwired for spiritual sensibility need not be inherently reductive.  When considered against 

the backdrop of a natural theology in process, it is perfectly plausible that human creatures 

have evolved through the divinely directed process of a project with a personality and a 

teleological aim steering all becoming.  In line with Teilhard’s understanding of an unfolding 

creation conveying principles of convergent attraction giving way to complexity and 

consciousness over time, it is possible that spiritual and religious humans have become aware 

of unseen (and as of yet unverified) realities percolating beneath the surface of quantifiable 

phenomena.  An interesting prospect that arises out of such a hypothesis is that: perhaps as 

humans continue to explore the more recently evolved capacities of the higher mind, that 

override and temper the reactive and often aggressive programs of the reptilian brain, the 
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species will indeed gradually move toward the teleological vision of Teilhard’s concept of 

Christogenesis.  In his work Spiritual Evolution, George Vaillant argues that: “spirituality reflects 

humanity’s press for connection and community. Building as much as it reflects the need for 

the individual’s need for sacred revelation.  Spirituality is more about us than me.  Thus, I would 

suggest that our spirituality is made manifest not so much by our inner enlightenment and our 

prayers as by our behavior.”174  Vaillant’s argument resonates well with models of faith 

development that suggest early understandings of God (not unlike the facial recognition vital in 

infants) tend to objectify the Divine while more mature stages of faith incorporate more action 

based concepts of what Divine life entails.  As faith itself evolves, that is to say: perhaps God 

starts as a noun and can become for us a verb.   

Reflecting on the work of James Fowler, Newberg notes that as the brain develops and 

integrates within its functionality over the courses of our lifetimes, it makes sense that we 

would ascend through stages of faith that direct us from comprehending the Divine through 

images and stories in childhood, up past mythic and literal understandings of religion, through 

our affiliative drives to belong, that eventual manifest in heightened levels of critical awareness 

about our faith assumptions that can give way to a “universalizing” faith.175  Interestingly 

enough, a universalizing sense of faith that can make room for other perspectives and intuit the 

Holy at work in places and persons beyond the scope of a single religious community 

characterizes the nature of contemplative “unitive” experience made manifest through 

developed meditation practice.   
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But neuroscience helps to ground the esoteric feelings and sensibilities that can arise 

through religious experience firmly in the physical realm, by relating the functions of the higher 

mind to the thoroughly embodied context of the human brain.  As Jeeves and Brown contend: 

“it is no longer helpful or reasonable to consider mind a nonmaterial entity that can be 

decoupled from the body.  The mind is an active process by which we constantly modulate our 

action in the world (including the world of human society and culture).  Out of continual 

experiences of action and feedback, the mind becomes formed as a functional property of our 

brain and body.”176  This insight invites people of faith to think more about precisely what a 

“soul” might be, and where such a thing could possibly be located in the human anatomy.  

While ancient spiritual wisdom from India and Mesopotamia perceived something of an 

emotional consciousness rooted in the heart space, classical Greek thinkers like Alcmaeon and 

Hippocrates proposed that the seat of emotion and identity indeed resides in the brain.177  

Perhaps what we call the “soul” is, in fact, a function of the brain.  As modern neuroscientists 

have verified, damage to lower areas of the brain can render a person fully unconscious or 

persistently vegetative while injuries to the neocortex can result in a person lacking cognitive 

capacities while otherwise functioning.   

A widely discussed case in neuroscientific circles is the example of Phineas Gage, an 

American railroad worker who suffered serious injury in 1848 when an iron tamping rod was 

propelled through the front of his skull.  Gage had reportedly been known as a polite and a 

morally upstanding man prior to his injury, but after incurring damage to the frontal lobe of his 
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brain, he permanently lost all control over his emotions and his behaviors.  Irresponsible and 

capricious thereafter, as if his moral compass had been demagnetized, Jeeves and Brown note 

that: “What this incident teaches us is that conscience is not some disembodied concept that 

can only be understood on the basis of culture and religion…our moral behavior is embodied in 

our physical make-up.”178  If our morality, our personality, and indeed what we perceive as the 

“self” is contingent on the materiality of our physical being, then neurotheology challenges 

previously accepted notions about the separation of the body and the spirit.   

As German theologian Wolfhart Pannenberg asks: “When the life of the soul is 

conditioned in every detail by bodily organs and processes, how can it be detached from the 

body and survive?”179  Jeeves and Brown consider Pannenberg’s question against the backdrop 

of cases like Phineas Gage and propose that (while perhaps hard to do for Christians) a 

scientifically informed understanding of personhood entails the abandonment of a dualistic 

conception of the “soul.”180  The authors suggest that: “a helpful way to think about the 

relationship between the mental and physical aspects of our life is one of irreducible intrinsic 

interdependence that manifests duality without dualism.  That is, the mental (and spiritual) are 

nested in, and dependent upon, our bodily systems.”181  From a theological perspective, the 

implications of an inextricably interwoven mental and physical self, challenges the literal 

implications of a Pauline sensibility articulating: “for if you live according to the flesh, you will 

die; but if by the Spirit you put to death the deeds of the body, you will live.” (Rom 8:13 NSRV)  
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Such an example provides the opportunity for generative dialogue between neuroscience and 

theology, as increased learning about the physical world invites better understanding of the 

spiritual. 

As Ptolemy gave way to Copernicus, and Newton to Darwin, a fully intelligible theology 

may also need to account for a more plausible definition of the “soul” under the explanatory 

force of a neuroscientific understanding of the brain/body connection.  While reports of near-

death scenarios and some peak religious encounters may point to feelings of “out of body” 

experience, there is simply no current scientific data that supports evidence of nonmaterial 

consciousness.  Newberg notes: “If there is no evidence that there is anything spiritual that 

goes beyond the brain, then we may have provided some important evidence for a materialistic 

perspective on spirituality.”182  But, perhaps in the same manner that Teilhard’s paradigm for 

an evolutionary theology points toward a Christianity of “this world”, a neurotheology rooted in 

the embodied nature of consciousness also speaks invitingly to the spiritual significance of the 

“now”.  Speculative notions about the survival of consciousness beyond the life of the body 

need not cripple faith, but can instead, reorient perspectives on God, toward motivating moral 

and compassionate action in this life.  Perhaps such an invitation, far from contradicting 

essential tenets of Christian identity, instead point toward a more robust theology of 

Incarnation.   

In the dance of science and faith: just as a still becoming creation articulates the 

implausibility of a primordial Paradise, so also, a creation infused with God’s personal 

participation through the Incarnation of the Christ in the person of Jesus of Nazareth speaks to 
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the profound dignity of matter.  As the Gnostic heresy sought to disembody Christ, perhaps the 

spiritual quest to transcend the material basis for our own existences identifies an error in our 

own cosmological sensibilities rooted in the ego, when we suspect that something of our 

personalities must survive mortal death.  Could it be that accepting the Eternal Word having 

been made flesh in space/time, at the historical moment wherein human consciousness could 

comprehend the invitation to participate in the life of a personal and an active Creator, is 

sufficient for undergirding human life with a sense of ultimate purpose?  Is it possible that the 

kenotic model of a self-emptying God in Christ invites humanity to set aside concerns over the 

survival of the “self”? 

These questions may not be as existentially important as the theologically minded 

would like to think; as it’s interesting to note that our brains may not be overly concerned with 

right ideas about ontology or teleology, or much else for that matter.  Our brains are happy 

prisons.  From a neurotheological perspective, what we believe to be true serves the purpose of 

orienting us to the world, and as Newberg writes: “If we have an incorrect perspective on the 

world, then the emotional anxiety areas of the brain such as the amygdala become highly active 

in order to force us to find the correct information so that we can live effectively.  It is far 

easier, then, to assume that alternative beliefs are wrong and that what we have believed all 

along is still correct.”183  Such realization could seem to derail the prospects for transformation, 

were it not for the brain’s remarkable ability to adapt over time.   

Of importance to neuroscience and neurotheology alike here, is the recent discovery of 

mirror neurons.  Primarily housed in the frontal and parietal lobes, these cells are thought to 
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promote social functioning by reflecting in the brain, what other individuals are doing.  

Promoting in us what neuroscientists call a Theory of Mind, we make assumptions about what 

others think and feel, and the actions that we witness others engaged in can have a contagious 

effect on us.  And while our brains may be resistant to forced changes in ideas, the ritual impact 

of embodied action can facilitate neural changes through experience over time.  With respect 

to Christian formation, Maddox and Blevins note: “If persons are to become mature in Christian 

character (virtuous living) it requires them to be embedded within the Body of Christ.  A 

relational approach to Christian community includes persons-in-relationship instead of 

individuals focused on more internal and privatized faith.”184  As such, being shaped in Christian 

community speaks to the mimetic character of participation through imitation, founded on and 

rooted in the example of Christ in Jesus.   

Neuroplasticity and Christian Spiritual Formation 

 At this point, in light of investigation of the “happy prison” of the brain and 

neuroscientific proposals over the biological utility of maintaining well-serving systems of belief 

(even if they are proven to be false), it is worth asking: What really beckons us to 

transformation?  Perhaps this question can be answered (at least in part) by highlighting the 

unique properties of Christian meditation.  In the June 2018 issue of the Journal of Religion and 

Health, Denis Larrivee and Luis Echarte address this very question.  Noting the 

underrepresentation of Christian meditators in studies of clinical efficacy, the authors propose 

that contemplative Christian practice (Christian Meditation) may hold all of the perceived 

benefits of well-studied secular mindfulness practices with the addition of unique added 
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positives.  Larrivee and Echarte write: “In contrast to secular mindfulness, Christian meditation 

adopts de facto a relational praxis that shares with its Eastern religious counterpart an 

emphasis on positive dispositional attitudes toward others (Vago and Silbersweig 2012) while 

also explicitly structuring an intersubjective, relational order to a higher and universal order.”185  

At the heart of Christian theology rests the conviction that all things are made new in Christ.  

Reborn through the waters of baptism and enlivened by the power of the Holy Spirit, being a 

Christian articulates a change in perceived ontology for the human creature.   

Brain science tells us that we can and do become “new” through the process of 

neurogenesis, wherein the birth of new neurons and their wiring and firing together alters the 

structure of the brain.186  Positive neuro-influences, like coming to accept that a loving and a 

guiding power steers all life toward something good, can stimulate wellsprings of positive 

emotion in us that lend calm and confidence to our lives through the activation of the 

parasympathetic nervous system.  This neuroplasticity at work in spiritual practice, speaks 

directly to the ways in which a Christ-centered program of meditation can deeply influence and 

transform the worldview of a Christian disciple.  Larrivee and Echarte note: “The secular 

culture’s conferral of ultimate value on individual right of choice, especially, has left him in the 

precarious position of being subject to an arbitrary claim to his own meaningfulness (DeLubac 

1967), a condition reinforced by the atomistic nature of his existence…Subject to such cultural 

constraints that deprive the individual of personal meaning, modern mindfulness practices lack 

the force of therapeutic redress.”187  That is to say, while a secular program of mindfulness 
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meditation may promote self-awareness, emotional regulation, and increase empathy, the 

relational and transformative end of a Christian epistemology uniquely infuses Christ-centered 

meditation with enhanced meaning: as the disciple better connects with a relational order that 

lies beyond (rather than exclusively within) the individual person.   

Transformed over time in spiritual practice and in living community, fully utilizing the 

embodied instruments of deeper faith development housed within the human person, such a 

brain-based approach to Christian formation can explore the effects of neuroplasticity to the 

end of helping the disciple to better imitate the Christ through compassion and loving-kindness.  

In light of the perceived capacity for meditation practice to affect intention, attention, and 

attitude: it stands to reason that a contemplative spiritual practice aimed at personal 

transformation in a Christian context, can indeed strengthen a disciple through activating 

biological mechanisms in the brain that help a person to both experience feelings of 

connectedness to God and to better love one’s neighbor as one’s self. 

 In light of an underlying question motivating this research, perhaps neuroscience also 

helps to answer important wonderings about why self-identified Christians aren’t identifiably 

“better” people, working to affect justice and mercy in the world.  George Vaillant writes: 

Over the last 200 million years, the genetic evolution of the human hypothalamus, with its capacity for the four 

Fs—fight, flight, feeding, and fornication—has rendered our selfish “drives” only modestly more sophisticated than 

an alligator’s.  Human capacity for negative emotions like fear, disgust, and rage has probably not evolved much 

beyond that of a cornered rat.  In contrast, the capacity for the future-oriented positive emotions, like altruistic 

responses to the suffering of strangers and compassion, continues to evolve.  Human beings, for better or for 

worse, remain a work in progress.188 
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Such a sober, scientific reminder of humanity’s humble roots and relative youth in the scope of 

the cosmic evolutionary project, offers us a helpful entry point for thinking about morality and 

the Christian’s most fundamental framework for behavior as framed by Jesus.  In the simplest 

and most concisely reduced statement of a life based on his example and teachings, Jesus, 

implores: “You shall love the Lord you God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with 

all your mind…And…You shall love your neighbor as yourself.” (Mat 22:37-39 NRSV)  These 

great, twin commandments make practical and intellectual sense for an ethics based on 

humility and appreciation toward the generative force behind Creation lived out in care of and 

concern for other people.  The simplified Law articulated by Jesus is perfectly intelligible.  

However, as Tang notes: “Given the strong habitual power of unconsciousness that can drive 

behavior automatically, consciousness and conscious control often play weak roles in detecting 

and executing behavior change (Bargh and Chartrand 1999; Suhler and Churchland 2009; 

Baumeister and Bargh 2014).”189   

If we are, indeed, biologically hardwired for detecting threats and most of our reactions 

to perceived threats take place on pre-conscious levels, then good information will do little to 

alter our fundamental perceptions or inspire our actions in the world.  Moral concepts, like 

other forms of information, may give us new knowledge; but information is not formation.  

Tang’s research suggests that transformative learning occurs when we “experience first and 

conceptualize second.”190  As embedded and embodied souls whose brains continue to evolve, 

and with neural networks wired through our experiences of the world over time, patterns of 
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human behavior are deeply intrenched in biological factors and typically require prolonged 

conscious effort to significantly change.191  This basic neuroscientific reality may speak quite 

helpfully to the biological mechanisms at work behind why so many people who confess Jesus 

as Lord and Savior fail to act compassionately in dealings with other people.  Curt Thompson 

writes: “From a neuroscientific perspective, sin is deeply reflected in the degree to which our 

minds are dis-integrated…neuroscience…helps us recognize that sin results from not paying 

close enough attention to the varying experiences of our minds as mediated by the reptilian, 

limbic, and cortical portions of our brains—those parts of our souls by which God’s voice is 

mediated.  This leads us to act impulsively, unreflectively, and (perhaps most important) in 

isolation.  Redemption, on the other hand, is mindfulness in action, on both a cosmic and 

personal level.”192  Such an analysis of shortcomings in the human creature offers up a 

potentially revelatory, and a scientifically intelligible, critique of approaches to Christian 

formation rooted in sharing information about the faith without inviting deep inner-work on 

the part of individual disciples to affect changes in communal dynamics.  Stated well in the old 

Cherokee story of the two wolves: there is something in the nature and capacity of the human 

creature that speaks to a battle between competing forces.  Like two hungry wolves—one 

greedy and aggressive, and another peaceful and generous—we too have conflicting animals 
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within us wrestling for dominance; and perhaps as the tale of the two wolves suggests, the one 

that wins will be the one that we choose to feed.   

Newberg and Waldman note that: “In essence, we all have two brains—one selfish and 

suspicious, another open-minded and kind.  Since we live in a world filled with uncertainty, 

both brains are constantly on the alert.”193  As such, how we each feed and accommodate 

either dimension of our inner-natures through conscious effort and awareness shapes our 

interactions with (and our perceptions about) the world.  To this, Tang’s research proposes the 

hypothesis that: “changes of brain structure might be a precursor of trait changes that drive 

new behavior and habit.”194  And given the phenomenon of neuroplasticity, changing the brain 

has a great deal to do with agency and effort.  Douyon writes:  “We are in the driver’s seat of 

how our brains function.  We have more control to shape the destiny of our brains than we 

ever thought.  Our brains are constantly evolving—and we are the inspiration behind that 

evolution.  They change with the messages that we give them.  They adapt to fit our focus both 

in thought and behavior.  We are the catalysts of neuroplasticity.”  This scientific analysis 

suggests that taking an active role in accounting for the consequences of our genes and our 

environments to influence our behaviors makes how we live in, and perceive the world, largely 

a matter of our own construction.   

In terms of Christian formation, the implications of neuroscience suggest that we must 

work to overcome our evolutionarily hardwired pre-dispositions toward reptilian reactions to 

our environment.  As primitive mechanisms for survival, approaching the world and others with 
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aggression and fear may very well be default settings for human beings.  And as we develop in 

life, the neural connection that we have made and strengthened throughout our experiences 

embed deep sensibilities and pattern of behavior in us.  It takes effort to cultivate virtue where 

selfish or indulgent habits have been formed in us, and affecting justice and mercy in the world 

may require that we consciously work to stimulate the parts of our brains that give rise to 

feelings of compassion, empathy, and a connection to others and the source of our being.  

Perhaps it is in this capacity to change our brains and own behaviors, in ways that make us 

more relational and responsive with one another, that we discover the manner in which human 

beings reflect something of the image of God. 

Considering the theological implications of creaturely evolution and a thoroughly 

embodied spirituality, Jeeves and Brown cite the work of Old Testament scholar Gerhard Von 

Rad, who proposed a functionalist view of the imago Dei in his 1972 commentary on the Book 

of Genesis195 as: “found not in what we are, but in what we are called to do.”196  As opposed to 

a matter rooted in questions of ontology and the literal application of sacred story, the authors 

note that the claim that humans possess something of the image and the likeness of God, may 

be exemplified (at least in part) through the creative capacity of human beings to actively 

participate in and steward the created order.  Furthermore, perhaps the image of God in the 

human creature is reflected in the relational capacity (and in the actual relationships 

themselves) through which acts of Christian compassion find expression in the world.  Jeeves 

and Brown write: “In a scientific age, the challenge for the believer is to recognize God’s 
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upholding of the overall visible process.  With respect to human nature, we believe that the 

idea of God’s image implies relationship and not any characteristic that would have left a mark 

in the paleoanthropological record.”197  By expanding the conceptual reach of such a significant 

faith metaphor, Jeeves and Brown allow room for expressions of Christian faith that are 

intelligible in light of modern science while still upholding the dignity of the human person.  As 

conscious agents, human beings have the ability to transcend the biological implications of 

evolutionary forces impacting the more primitive components of the animal brain by 

harnessing the capacities to envision the future, to express empathy, and to forgive.  Invited by 

mindfulness practices toward enhanced self-regulation, attention control, and emotional 

regulation, the neuroplastic qualities of the brain speak to the very real possibility for profound 

epistemological transformations in persons.  And to overcome our biological tendencies toward 

aggression and fear, consciously replacing them with trust and with compassion, conveys a 

natural order in which all things are being made new. 

In light of this survey on neuroscience and neurotheology, if the “fulcrum theory” of 

Newberg and Waldman proves to be correct, meditation may be a key to the future evolution 

of human consciousness and an important tool for transformation in programs of Christian 

formation.  Hypothesizing that the circuitry of the anterior cingulate (activated, stimulated, and 

strengthened in meditation) acts as a balance point for regulating the influence of the limbic 

and neocortical systems like a seesaw, Newberg and Waldman’s research suggests that we can 

have far more conscious choice in how we react to (and interact with) the world by 

intentionally working to create more robust neural wiring in the ACC through meditation.  
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Resonating with Teilhard’s concept of evolving radial energy expanding in tandem with the 

tangential growth of the physical universe, a neurotheological approach to cultivating higher 

levels of consciousness through mindfulness speaks to the embedded and the embodied 

capacities within the human person to participate in the Christification of the world.  By 

travelling inward, in order to cultivate interoceptive awareness of the body and to quiet the 

mind, Christians can become more peaceful and more empathetic.  While neuroscientific 

language can articulate the ways in which we are able to work to change our brains and 

exercise calm when our autonomic nervous systems lean toward parasympathetic dominance, 

Christians can experience something more of “God’s peace” in the quiet places of inner-stillness 

fostered through meditation practice.  Perhaps such practice, apparently written into the code 

of our genetic structure for increasing our capacities for compassion and community, is a 

concrete manifestation of the evolution of consciousness (along with the rest of Creation) 

toward something good.  
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Conclusion 
  

In its essence, this research has attempted to marry a Christianity of both the “head” 

and the “heart” within a framework that considers the intellectual and the experiential 

dimensions of an embedded and an embodied life of faith.  Embracing a confidence that God 

can be known to us, (at least in part) through an exploration of natural phenomena, and 

trusting that the eternal Word of God can be recognized and experienced in Creation, this 

project has considered how scientific insights about our physical and cognitive worlds might 

better inform a sincere faith, seeking understanding.  As such, the primary question steering 

this project has been: How might a process informed, contemplative approach to Christianity 

serve to deepen the formation and discipleship of Christians in a manner that endeavors to 

shape the worldview and the epistemological lens through which followers of Jesus experience 

and act upon life in this world?  Beginning from a point of meta-perspective, this study has 

considered how an updated Christian articulation of cosmology can resonate intelligibly, in 

concert with a scientific understanding of the still-expanding universe.   

In linguistic and conceptual terminology reflective of a thoroughly Christian worldview, 

the work of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin has invited consideration of a paradigm for interpreting 

the laws steering evolution as possessing an inherently Christic character.  In Teilhardian terms, 

the reality in which we exist and have developed the capacity to reflect upon our existence, 

speaks to the convergence and complexification of matter and spirit over time that has led to 

consciousness made self-aware in the human creature.  Pondering the incredible progress of 

Creation, from subatomic particles bursting outward through space to the creaturely ability to 
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consciously co-create in the evolutionary enterprise, Teilhard has looked upon the universe 

with the mind of a scientist and the heart of a disciple and determined that: “matter is heavily 

loaded, throughout, with sublime potentialities.”198  By proposing a hermeneutic for 

comprehending a theology of evolution, Teilhard has inspired a “new theology” that has helped 

to pave a path forward for modern Christians to explore the material and the spiritual universe 

with a trust that scientific discovery reinforces the fundamental truth claims of the Christian 

faith.  Teilhard writes: “the Christian’s dearest belief is that Christ envelops him in his grace and 

makes him participate in his divine life.”199  And grounded in a naturalistic approach to 

understanding the unfolding plan of the Divine, Teilhard’s theology speaks of a God-initiated 

process that inspires human beings to co-create and to actively participate in directing the 

future project of Creation toward a benevolent teleological end.  Written into the code of 

evolution, Teilhard invites us to consider the Ignatian sentiment of a “God present in all things” 

as his evolutionary theology ponders the implications of life’s draw toward more life, and of the 

ascending potential of consciousness, for pointing the arrow of Creation toward a Christ 

Omega.  As Richard Rohr has more recently expressed, such an incarnational worldview 

expands the ideological reach of Christian doctrine to the fullest possible extent, wherein the 

whole of Creation is embraced under the umbrella of beloved community and Christ is “another 

name for everything.”200  Essential to such an expansive worldview, Teilhard’s Christianity, 

rooted in evolution, is one where ontology gives way to teleology, where ‘being’ gives way to 

‘becoming’.   
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In an evolutionary Christological paradigm, surrender through Christian formation that 

encourages transformation resides at the very core of faith’s invitation.  In formation, beckoned 

to better know and participate in the life of God, the Holy Spirit (as the primary agent of 

Christian formation) calls the disciple into spiritual growth and toward Christlikeness for the 

sake of others.201  As Evan Howard notes in his work on the topic: “Christian spiritual formation 

is ultimately about change: transformation and conversion.”202  But of formation, a question 

naturally arises: What manifests deep and authentic change in the person?  In light of 

neuroscientific research, it has become clear that information is not formation.  Participation in 

a new life in Christ entails far more than learning about and acquiescing to established doctrine.  

Instead, research suggests that a significant change in a person entails a new experience of the 

world.  It is through embodied encounter and in lived experience that neurological alterations 

in the brain give way to changed behaviors and new understandings.  Curt Thompson suggests: 

“To have the mind of Christ, therefore, requires that we encounter an integrating Spirit who 

searches us and allows us to know him as we are searched—as we are known.”203 But allowing 

ourselves to surrender to the process of being known by God, and to participating in our own 

Christian formation with openness and trust and expectation may be a serious biological stretch 

for us.  With brains that have evolved over time to account for threats in the environment, in 

order to promote our ability to survive life in a dangerous world, we find ourselves pre-

disposed toward negative emotions like fear and aggression as creatures.  The notion of “letting 

go and letting God” may contradict basic programs for survival embedded in our pre-conscious 
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dispositions for fight or for flight.  As such, we may very well need to combat our biological 

hardwiring in order to surrender to the transformative power of a Holy Spirit that enables us to 

approach Christlikeness.  We may need to exercise conscious effort to prime our deepest selves 

and make room for enhancing our mental and spiritual capacities in order to think and feel and 

act with the mind of Christ.   

Recognizing something of this, Christians both ancient and modern have cultivated 

spiritual practices for affecting formation and transformation.  In Teilhardian terms, such 

approaches to ‘becoming’ address the internal and the radial component at work in the Christic 

evolutionary project.  Thompson notes: “the disciplines enable us to pay attention to our minds 

in order to pay attention to the Spirit who is speaking to us through the very medium.”204  From 

a mechanistic perspective Tang adds: “concentration helps us see thoughts and sensations 

arising slowly from the unconscious mind.  This gives us the power and time to produce 

immediate awareness and possibly break the automatic and habitual cycle, to control and 

change behavior both consciously and unconsciously.”205  Such a neuroscientific analysis of a 

spiritual practice, speaks to what biologically occurs when conscious effort is allocated to inner-

work through disciplines that capitalize on the neuroplasticity of the human brain.  As neurons 

fire together and wire together in the brain, a person’s thoughts and feelings and actions can 

and do change.  As such, through contemplative practice and religious experience, reactive and 

aggressive responses to stimuli (arising from out of the reptilian complex in the human person) 

can be tamed.  Perceived as strengthening the anterior cingulate circuitry in the brain, 
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meditation may inhibit the amygdala and strengthen the frontal lobe, thereby generating 

feelings of calm.  But meditation also appears to counterbalance the ego, as studies suggest 

that decreased activity in the parietal lobes blur distinctions between the self and other.  Deep 

feelings of connectedness and unity permeate collected data on the reported experiences of 

serious meditators across cultures.206  As such, this points to the invitation inherent in 

meditation toward a more robust sense of community, one that contrasts dramatically from the 

conceptual primacy placed on the individual in a Western Cartesian bias toward the 

autonomous thinking individual.  Stirring deep embodied and embedded senses of 

connectedness, a brain-based analysis of meditation points to the manner in which an 

individual’s concept of self becomes intermingled with the identity of another, as self and other 

are perceived as an integrated and unified whole.   

Particularly in a Christian context, meditation may offer actual experience of the 

embodied sense of a person’s belonging to (and participation in) the Body of Christ that cannot 

be realized through theological training alone.  Abraham Maslow suggests that all of the world’s 

great religions, including Christianity, have sprung forth from out of the attempts of great 

prophetic figures (who have had similar—deep, peak—religious experiences) to explain what 

they have realized about the nature of being.  Maslow writes: “In a word, organized religion can 

be thought of as an effort to communicate peak-experiences to non-peakers, to teach them, to 

apply them, etc.”207  The ability to recognize and to communicate something about the nature 

of reality, particularly that all creatures are inherently interconnected and invited to participate 
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in the ever-becoming of the cosmic Person, speaks to the rise in tangential and radial energy 

hypothesized in the work of Teilhard.  On the largest scale imaginable, the concept of a 

Christified universe drives Creation toward more life and higher levels of consciousness; while 

within the hidden recesses of the human mind, evolution unlocks higher faculties that override 

baser animal instincts in the human brain.  Newberg and Waldman write of mindfulness 

meditation: 

There is another neurological benefit, for as you become aware of your mental processes, you learn to watch them 

and not react.  You simply observe your thoughts and feelings as they constantly flow through your mind…If an 

anxious, irritable, or depressing thought pops up, you note it, then immediately return to your breathing or 

relaxation, watching what the next thought or feeling will be.  Frontal lobe consciousness increases to the point 

that it begins to neurologically suppress the emotional circuits in your brain.  When this happens, feelings of 

anxiety, irritability, or depression subside, which has a profoundly beneficial effect on every other aspect of neural 

functioning.208 

In light of such a report of clinical efficacy, part of what is remarkable about the perceived 

benefit of meditation, is the manner in which it can positively influence mental health.  Secular 

models of mindfulness training, like the Integrative Body-Mind Training developed by Yi-Yuan 

Tang, promote mental health by teaching people how to better self-regulate through 

meditation and the practice appears to help a great deal in the treatment of a host of addictive 

behaviors, incidents of depression, and PTSD.  But Christian models “propose that mental 

health flows from [the individual’s] alignment with an external and universal order, i.e., a 

relational order that lies beyond rather than exclusively within the individual to which the brain 
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is progressively transformed.”209  As such, Christian meditation is never fundamentally about an 

individual’s power to affect personal wellbeing, though it promotes wellness.  Instead, 

contemplative Christian practice takes root in a natural theology, a sense that the capacity for 

the human creature to recognize the presence of God in all things and to experience an 

embodied awareness of the interconnected nature of all beings, is written into the genetic code 

of the human person.   

From a neuroscientific perspective, perhaps in the same manner that we are able to 

read social cues from one another and intuit emotion in others, we utilize something of our 

capacity for Theory of Mind to try and comprehend the character of God.  In a Gallop poll 

conducted through a team of sociologists at Baylor University, it was discovered that people 

assign a personality to God “which appears to be neurologically based on the nature of our own 

personality and beliefs.  Different people have different ways of imagining the God, and these 

preferences deeply influence the way we see the world.”210  The Baylor study suggests that four 

primary perceived “versions” of God’s personality resonate across the faith spectrum in 

modern America.  Though five percent of those polled espoused no belief in a God, thirty-two 

percent of Americans reportedly appraised God as authoritarian: angry and willing to punish 

anyone who acts in ungodly ways, causing natural disasters in exchange for sin.  Sixteen percent 

of Americans perceived God as critical: not intervening in the world but waiting to judge and 

punish in an afterlife.  Another twenty-four percent comprehended God as distant: uninvolved 

in the world after having set it in motion and leaving it up to humans to figure out right from 

209 Larrivee and Echarte, “Contemplative Meditation and Neuroscience,” 966. 
210 Newberg and Waldman, How God Changes Your Brain, 107. 
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wrong.  And only twenty-three percent of the Christian respondents polled in the Baylor study 

apprehended God as benevolent: active and gentle, forgiving and less likely to respond with 

wrath than with mercy.211  Given the rather small percentage of Americans who apparently 

perceive God as loving, active, and caring for the world, in concert with Newberg and 

Waldman’s claim that “the personality you assign to God has distinct natural patterns that 

correlate with your own emotional styles and behavior”212, it is no surprise that fear and anger 

predominate so many interactions in the modern world.  All reports and visible evidence 

suggest that society is run on amygdala; that if we all have two metaphorical wolves in our 

hearts, we appear to have been feeding the less evolved of the pair. 

 Indeed, the state of the world, speaks to the need for continued human evolution…for 

transformation.  And given the invitation issued by scientific analysis to consider how we can 

each take an active role in the process of our growth as creatures, there seems to be a 

convincing argument for taking meditation seriously.  Even within the scope of religious faith, 

the data demonstrates that the majority of people who believe in God perceive the Creator to 

be either distant or authoritarian in nature.  Believing in God, (as reflected in the emotional 

styles and behaviors evidenced in the world) does not make one a compassionate human being.  

Being a confessed Christian, does not necessarily lead a person to affect justice and mercy in 

the world.  But, perhaps being a confessed Christian who willingly surrenders to the Holy, in 

silence, who by virtue of neuroplasticity commits to gradually reshape the brain, who seeks in 

humility to self-regulate the aggressive and fearful tendencies inscribed upon our animal 

                                                      
211 Newberg and Waldman, 106–10. 
212 Newberg and Waldman, 110. 
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natures, perhaps such a Christian can reflect something of the imago Dei.  In such a way, each 

of us play a role in the process of our own becoming and in the Christogenesis of our world. 

Looking Toward the Future 

Over the course of this discussion, questions have arisen over the plausibility of a 

number of accepted Christian doctrines including, original sin and the Fall, Pauline expressions 

around the relationship between the spirit and the flesh, and what evolution suggest to us 

about the imago Dei.  Propositions have also been asserted about the highly active role of 

humanity in co-creating alongside God, a world that has yet to reach its teleological destiny in a 

Christ Omega.  To some, such an analysis of Christian doctrine, made subject to modern 

scientific understandings of cosmology and neuroscientific perspectives on the nature of 

consciousness, may seem moot (or even improper) in light of faith.  After all, we choose to 

believe or we do not, and even neuroscience reminds us that our ways of seeing and living in 

the world are too deeply embedded in us to be persuaded of very much through words alone.  

But, as identified in this research, it may be critical to the project of salvation history that we 

come to soberly comprehend something more of why we so often fail to convey the love of God 

in Christ to others as self-professed Christians.  Leaning on the explanatory power of pre-

scientific mythology, interpreted out of the rich context of its truth-laden power as working 

metaphor, religious fundamentalism and deism alike, may prevent modern persons of Christian 

faith from living up to our call to participate as Christ’s Body alive in the world in ways that 

concretely affect justice and mercy.  And in an egregiously individualistic context, where 

concerns over personal salvation and self-improvement dominate so many conversations 

around Christian identity, it seems imperative that we consider every available means for 
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realigning modern Christian sensibilities firmly within the communal context of a theology 

rooted in identity: as membership in the mystical Body of Christ.  Perhaps it would require a 

magnifying glass to recognize the image and likeness of Christ sewn into the fabric of all 

Creation with the default settings of our brains dictating our lines of sight at this stage of our 

evolution as a species.  But through the invitation of Christ to travel inward and to see, to be 

made new, through the incredible potential of our higher minds (inextricably linked to our 

metaphorical hearts), perhaps we can affirm with each new day that the entire enterprise of 

our being and of our becoming…is headed somewhere good.  And herein, perhaps, lies the 

greatest allure of meditation in Christian formation.  When cognitive belief in God alone, fails to 

produce in us positive emotional states that override our dispositions toward fear and 

aggression or heal the emotional traumas embedded in our experiences of life, meditation can 

help us to learn how to regulate our emotions and activate biochemical dispositions toward 

healthier moods and outlooks.  Like Camus’ Sisyphus, even in the midst of boulders, we too can 

be “happy.” 

Looking forward, it is my hope that this research will inspire greater dialogue around 

expanding Christian metaphors to embrace scientifically intelligible language; and also 

encourage communities of faith to earnestly consider neuroscientific understandings of 

addiction, depression, and PTSD in Christian communities.  Fully embracing the existence of a 

benevolent and an active God, present in all things, I believe that we have been invited to work 

with God to make this world better.  And as more Christians learn how to enter into (and be 

shaped by) silence, stillness, and simplicity, the world may very well come to know that we are 

Christians…by our love. 
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